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Abstract: 

Currently supply chains are globally interlinked, involve many different 
stakeholders and have a significant impact on the socio-ecological system. 
They are associated with materials extraction, design, production methods 
and  volume,  which  result  in  pollutants  and  waste  as by-products. 
Procurement  plays  a critical  role in this process by serving as a ‘gate-
keeper’. It acts as a great leverage point to influence which products and 
services are selected by organisations from the assessment of suppliers’ 
performance. This thesis examines how supplier assessment and follow up 
tools  and  their  use  by  the  organisation  itself  can  work  towards  full 
sustainability. At present, there is a gap in current practices, with the most 
notable being a lack of vision of success for sustainability, a definition of 
sustainability that is not communicated across the supply chain, and the 
adoption  of  a  short-term perspective.  We develop  two applications  -  a 
Golden Standard model and Key Elements for the organisation to embody 
to maximise its use in order to bridge this gap. These applications can be 
used by organisations  to  tailor  their  supplier  assessment  and follow up 
tools to ultimately move towards a sustainable society.

Keywords:  Procurement, supply chain, value chain, supplier assessment 
and follow up tool, Strategic Sustainable Development, systems thinking
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Executive Summary

This  thesis  examines  supplier  assessment  and  follow up  tools  used  by 
organisations  to  work  towards  sustainable  procurement  practices.  We 
initially  identified aspects  we felt  were  important to include in  supplier 
assessment and follow up tools and how to use them effectively through a 
Strategic  Sustainable  Development  approach.  We  explored  this  by 
assessing twelve organisations that appeared to be better than average in 
moving towards a sustainable society to determine whether their practices 
were effective in working towards sustainability. This helped us to create a 
model  that  organisations  can  use  to  create  or  improve  upon  existing 
supplier assessment and follow up tools, referred to as the Golden Standard. 
It  also  assisted  us  to  identify  Key  Elements  for  organisations  that  we 
consider necessary to embody to use these tools to their full potential.

Introduction
At  present,  the  availability  of  non-renewable  natural  resources  is 
systematically decreasing, whilst society’s dependency on such resources is 
systematically  increasing,  contributing  to  what  is  known  as  the 
sustainability challenge. Effects of degradation by society on the natural 
environment  include  species  and  habitat  loss,  and  fewer  forests  and 
wetlands.  This  is  due  to  factors  that  include  human overuse  and 
mismanagement  of  the  Earth’s  natural  resources,  such  as  water,  fuels, 
minerals, metals, forests and animal products. In addition, sectors of people 
around  the  world  are  experiencing  limited  availability  and  access  to 
resources  to  meet  their  basic  needs.  In  2005,  1.4  billion  people  in  the 
developing world were living on less than 1.25 US dollars per day (World 
Bank  2011).  The  effects  of  these  problems  are  unlikely  to  manifest 
themselves immediately due to the complexity and delay mechanisms in the 
ecosphere,  making  it  more  difficult  for  human  civilisation  to  adapt 
gradually. If society does not act to meet these challenges today, the options 
for solving them will become more limited and more costly.

As  highlighted  by  the  sustainability  challenge,  resources  are  likely  to 
become more and more expensive and scarce as we move further into the 
funnel.  At  present,  higher  costs  are  often  associated  as  a  reason  for 
organisations  not  acting  towards  sustainable  practices,  such  as  for 
resources, taxation and insurance. 
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This thesis focuses on how supplier assessment and follow up tools used in 
procurement practices within the supply / value chain can work towards a 
sustainable society. Procurers serve as gate-keepers of an organisation by 
influencing the types and volumes of the materials and components that 
enter it (Leire 2009). It can be seen that societal patterns of production and 
consumption that relate to materials extraction, design, production methods 
and  volume  are  systematically  depleting  resources  to  fuel  economic 
development, while the pollutants and wastes associated with this practice 
systematically increase in the biosphere (Broman et al.  2000). Thus, the 
choices procurers make when selecting suppliers to purchase goods and 
services greatly affect the impact on the socio-ecological system.

We  understand  that  supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  tools  that 
organisations are currently using are largely focusing on specific aspects of 
sustainability,  for example,  only on greenhouse gas emissions or carbon 
impact, adopting a ‘drill-hole’ approach. In addition, we believe they are 
also taking a short-term approach and do not have a common understanding 
of sustainability, thereby lacking a whole systems perspective. In order to 
find out, we focus on the tools of decision making within the procurement 
process as well as how organisations use them to maximise their potential 
for creating change.

Methods
This thesis was guided by three research questions:

1. From a Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD) perspective, what 
are  the  gaps  and  strengths  of  existing  supplier  assessments  and 
follow up tools?  

2. How can these findings be applied to a model to create or improve 
upon existing supplier assessment and follow up tools from an SSD 
perspective?

3. What are the Key Elements for organisations to embody in order to 
utilise these tools to their full potential from an SSD perspective?

To answer these questions,  we created Aspects  of  Relevance based and 
structured  upon  the  Framework  for  Strategic  Sustainable  Development, 
helping us address which aspects  of  supplier  assessment  and follow up 
tools, as well as how they are used by organisations, are relevant to move 
towards  a  sustainable  society.  We  then  interviewed  and  surveyed  23 
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organisations  and  experts,  as  well  as  conducted  desktop  analyses,  to 
identify  strengths  and  gaps  of  the  current  reality  to  working  towards 
sustainability.

Using this information, we developed two applications for organisational 
use: (1) Golden Standard and (2) Key Elements for the organisation itself to 
embody in order to utilise the supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
their full potential.

Results and Discussion

Research Question 1: From an SSD perspective, what are the gaps and 
strengths of existing supplier assessments and follow up tools?  

We identified strengths and gaps of supplier assessment and follow up tools 
assessed  from  a  Strategic  Sustainable  Development  perspective.  A 
summary is provided below:

Strengths (insights or contributions of the tools towards full sustainability):
� Supplier engagement and collaboration
� Alignment  with  the  higher  level  organisational  procurement 

process
� Flexibility  and  fairness  to  tailoring  assessment  and  follow  up 

tools
� Transparency of assessment and follow up approaches
� Integration into ‘business as usual’
� Staff training

Gaps (aspects the tools do not cover with respect to moving society towards 
full sustainability):

� Lack of pre-procurement phase as an innovative approach
� Lack  of  consideration  of  social  aspect  in  definition  of 

sustainability
� Unclear purpose and vision of success
� Insufficient strategic prioritisation approach

Research Question 2: How can these findings be applied to a model to 
create  or  improve  upon  existing supplier  assessment and follow up 
tools from an SSD perspective?
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The Golden Standard is a model that assessing organisations can use to 
create or improve upon existing supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
work strategically towards full sustainability. The aim is for organisations 
to use the model to guide the formation and implementation of their own 
supplier assessment and follow up tools, summarised as follows:

� Establish common ground for vision of success, definition of 
sustainability and purpose for assessing suppliers and state 
this to the supplier

� Set  requirements  to  the  supplier  that  align  with  the 
organisation’s  own  vision  of  success,  definition  of 
sustainability  and  purpose  for  assessing/following  up 
suppliers

� Aim  to  engage  and  collaborate  with  suppliers  across the 
whole supply chain to raw material extraction, if possible

� Regularly follow up on the above at least once per annum

Research Question 3: What are the Key Elements for organisations to 
embody in order to utilise these tools to their full potential from a SSD 
perspective?

The Key Elements act as a basis for effective application of the tools by the 
organisation  itself  in  order  to  move  in  a  step-wise manner  towards 
sustainability, summarised as follows: 

� Establish  the  organisation’s  own  overarching  purpose  and 
vision of working towards sustainability

� Align the organisation’s own supplier assessment and follow up 
practices  with  the  overall  organisational  procurement  policy 
and strategy

� Conduct  an analysis  of  interdependence with stakeholders  to 
highlight factors influencing supplier assessment and follow up 
processes

� Consider  whether  the  organisation  itself  complies  with 
ecological and social legislation, standards and policies

� Use prioritisation questions which allow backcasting
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� Integrate supplier assessment and follow up into ‘business as 
usual’

Strengths and limitations of the Golden Standard model
We  aimed  to  create  a  practical,  understandable  and  straightforward 
application for a supplier assessment and follow up tool that organisations 
can use to evaluate suppliers from an SSD perspective. Its presentation of 
brevity and clarity can be of benefit for organisations either to create or 
improve upon existing tools. The tool is generic in its nature, yet can be 
tailored to the organisation applying it in a non prescriptive way.

To use the tool to its full potential, it is highly recommended that the user 
embodies the identified Key Elements. We integrated feedback we received 
on the model from two organisations, which helped to strengthen it. We 
also believe that organisations who may not be familiar with applying a 
SSD perspective can use it as well. However, the model may need to be 
modified for the public sector due to different legislative requirements.

Conclusion
Procurement  practices  have a  significant  impact  on the socio-ecological 
system  through  materials  extraction,  design,  production  methods  and 
volume,  contributing  to  the  sustainability  challenge  facing  human 
civilisation.  As  these  practices  continue,  natural  resources  will  become 
scarcer  and more expensive.  Procurement  serves as a gate-keeper  of  an 
organisation and thereby has great leverage on the types and volumes of the 
materials and components that enter it. This thesis examines how supplier 
assessment and follow up tools and their use by the organisation itself can 
work  towards  full  sustainability.  At  present,  there is  a  gap  in  current 
practices,  with  the  most  notable  being  a  lack  of  vision  of  success  for 
sustainability and a definition of sustainability that is communicated across 
the  supply  chain,  as  well  as  adopting  a  short-term  perspective.  We 
developed two applications: a Golden Standard model and Key Elements 
for the organisation to embody to maximise its use in order to bridge this 
gap.  We  envisage  organisations  using  these  applications  to  tailor  their 
supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  tools  to  ultimately  move  towards  a 
sustainable society.  
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Glossary

Aspects  of  Relevance:  A  theoretical  framework  informed  by  the 
Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) used with the 
purpose of identifying aspects considered to be important for inclusion in 
supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  tools  and  providing  scope  for  data 
collection.

Assessing  organisation:  Any  organisation  who  assesses  its  supplier’s 
performance, for example by using supplier assessment and follow up tools. 

Backcasting: Backcasting involves setting a future condition of success, or 
desirable outcome, and determining the steps required to achieve success by 
asking, ‘What can we do today to get there?’. 

Code of Conduct: A set of principles, standards, values or rules outlining 
the  responsibilities  of,  or  expected  practice  for,  an  individual  or 
organisation.  It  does  so  in  a  way  that  contributes  to  the  welfare  of 
stakeholders and respects the rights of all parties impacted by its operations.

Corporate  Social  Responsibility  (CSR):  Organisations  taking 
responsibility for the impact of their activities on a social and ecological 
scale, in relation to achieving compliance with the law, ethical standards 
and international norms.

Environmental  Management  System (EMS):  A set  of  processes  and 
practices that enable an organisation to reduce its environmental impacts 
and increase its operating efficiency.

Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD): A five level 
model for analysing, planning and decision making towards global socio-
ecological sustainability, utilising a whole systems approach and science-
based Sustainability Principles. 

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI):  A sustainability reporting framework 
used by organisations worldwide, aiming to disclose their environmental, 
social and governance performance.
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Golden Standard:  The Golden Standard is a model created in this thesis 
that  assessing organisations  can use to create  or  improve upon existing 
supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  tools  to  work  strategically  towards 
sustainability. From a Strategic Sustainable Development perspective, the 
model draws upon the Aspects of Relevance and the strengths and gaps 
identified from current practices.

Green procurement:  Procurement  of  goods,  services and works with a 
reduced environmental impact throughout their life cycle.

Green Public Procurement (GPP): Public procurement of goods, services 
and works with a reduced environmental impact throughout their life cycle. 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP): Aggregate measure of economic output 
generated by a country or region, used as an indicator of the size of an 
economy. 

International Council for Local Environmental Initi atives (ICLEI): An 
international  association of local  governments and national  and regional 
local  government  organisations  in  70  countries  who  have  made  a 
commitment to sustainable development. 

International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO): A global network 
that develops International Standards relevant to business, government and 
society in partnership with sectors who implement them.  

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): Help an organisation to translate its 
vision  of  success  in  clear  and  quantifiable  terms that  mirror  how it  is 
performing towards its vision of success.

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA):  A technique to assess the environmental 
impacts associated with a product, process or service by describing natural 
resource use and pollutant emission in quantitative terms throughout its life 
cycle. Also known as Life Cycle Analysis.

Natur  Aktien  Index  (NAI):  An indicator  for  the  economic  success  of 
organisations that contribute to global ecological and social sustainability 
created by a German non-profit organisation.
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Product-service  system  (PSS):  ‘...defined  as  a  system  of  products, 
services,  supporting  networks  and  infrastructure  that  is  designed  to  be: 
competitive, satisfy customer needs and have a lower environmental impact 
than traditional business models’ (Mont 2002).

Strategic Sustainable Development (SSD): Guides planning and decision 
making by ensuring a vision of a sustainable future is established in order to 
determine strategic actions to work towards the vision. 

Supplier assessment tool: Helps to determine the desired partner to supply 
goods  and  services  to  an  organisation.  Usually  it  is  in  the  form  of  a 
questionnaire  that  the  supplier  has  to  complete  for the  assessing 
organisation.

Supplier  follow  up  tool:  A  process  of  validation  of  previous  agreed 
initiatives,  information  or  targets  between  a  supplier  and  purchasing 
organisation. Frequency of using the follow up tool varies depending on the 
organisation using it, for example, every six months or once per annum.

Supply chain:  The process of transforming unprocessed raw materials to 
finished goods through vendors and service providers, ending with the final 
customer. 

Sustainability  Principles  (SPs):  Form  a  principled  definition  of 
sustainability. The SPs are as follows - in the sustainable society, nature is 
not  subject  to systematically  increasing:  I.  Concentrations of  substances 
extracted from the earth's crust, II. Concentrations of substances produced 
by society; III.  Degradation by physical means and, in that society...  IV. 
People are not  subject  to conditions that  systematically undermine their 
capacity to meet their needs (Holmberg and Robèrt 2000; Ny et al. 2006).

The Natural Step (TNS): A non-governmental organisation that promotes 
the Sustainability Principles as ‘the four system conditions’. It was founded 
in 1989, by Dr Karl-Henrik Robèrt, in Sweden, with a vision of creating a 
sustainable society. 
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United Nations Environment Programme Finance Initiative (UNEPFI): 
A global partnership between the United Nations Environment Programme 
(UNEP)  and  the  global  financial  sector.  It  involves approximately  200 
financial  institutions  and  partner  organisations  to develop  and  promote 
linkages between sustainability and financial performance.

Value chain: Linked value creating organisational activities from sourcing 
raw materials and energy to the delivery of products and services, including 
marketing, sales and service. The concept was developed by Michael Porter 
in 1985.
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1   Introduction

1.1   Sustainability Challenge

Human civilisation is facing a sustainability challenge. The availability of 
non-renewable  natural  resources  is  systematically  decreasing,  whilst 
society’s  dependency  on  such  resources  is  systematically  increasing. 
Human overuse and mismanagement of resources are contributing to the 
systematic decrease of natural resources. Factors such as population growth 
are  currently  linked  with  the  systematically  increasing  dependency  on 
natural  resources.  The  sustainability  challenge  can be  illustrated  by  a 
metaphor of a funnel, refer to Figure 1.1. The tapering of the funnel walls 
represent  the  systematic  degradation  of  the  socio-ecological  system  by 
society’s current practice, as well as the diminishing capacity to manoeuvre 
from these effects (Robèrt 2000). 

Effects  of  degradation  by  society  on  the  natural  environment  include 
species and habitat loss, and fewer forests and wetlands. This is  due to 
factors including human overuse and mismanagement of the Earth’s natural 
resources,  such  as  water,  fuels,  minerals,  metals,  forests  and  animal 
products. In addition, sectors of people around the world are experiencing 
limited availability and access to resources to meet their basic needs. The 
World Bank revealed that 1.4 billion people in the developing world, the 
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Figure 1.1. The funnel diagram
(Broman et. al. 2000, 19).



equivalent to one in four people on Earth, were living on less than 1.25 US 
dollars  per  day  in  2005 (World  Bank  2011).  This  contributes  to  social 
inequality and conflict, as well as the erosion of trust, which is important to 
the  strengthening  of  the  social  fabric  on  which  civilisation  depends. 
Furthermore, the population is expected to reach 9.1 billion by 2050, in 
comparison with 6.9 billion at  present  (United Nations Population Fund 
2010). Consequently, per capita, the tapering of the funnel walls becomes 
accentuated.  

Society is  currently  producing waste  at  a rate  higher  than what  can be 
assimilated by nature. There is widespread acceptance that the Earth is a 
closed system, where energy can leave and enter but matter cannot, thus, 
wastes remain within it.  These wastes accumulate in the ecosystem and 
eventually reach concentrations that harm living organisms, for example, 
through  their  toxicity  and  physical  encroachment  from  garbage  dumps, 
leading  to  endocrine  disruption.  This  contributes  to  nature’s  decreasing 
capacity  for  resilience.  Today,  resilience  boundaries  of  the  planet  are 
stressed  and  some  of  these  boundaries  have  already  been  passed,  for 
example, by the rate of loss of biodiversity (Rockström 2009). 

Moreover, the effects of these problems are unlikely to manifest themselves 
immediately due to the complexity and delay mechanisms in the ecosphere, 
making it more difficult for human civilisation to adapt gradually. If society 
does not act to meet these challenges today, the options for solving them 
will become more limited and more costly. The further society moves down 
into the space of the funnel, the greater the possibility of the end of human 
civilisation as we know it today and extinction of many species. The sooner 
society acts on these challenges, the more room there is for strategically 
well-based innovations and more cost effective solutions. One example is 
the overfishing of the cod stocks off the east coast of Newfoundland, which 
exceeded the threshold of replenishment rate, resulting in the collapse of 
the ecosystem (Steele 1992). Therefore the opportunity to act early was 
missed, or in other words, as stated by David Brower, the founder of Sierra 
Club Foundation, ‘There is no business on a dead planet’. The goal is to 
reach the opening of the funnel, whereby opportunities for a prosperous and 
a  restorative  society  can  be  reached,  and  the  biosphere’s  capacity  for 
resilience and strength of the social system can actually be increased. 
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1.2   Introduction to Strategic Sustainable 
Development

The  Strategic  Sustainable  Development  (SSD)  approach  is  based  on 
scientific principles and helps to develop and plan strategically towards a 
vision of a sustainable society. It assists with navigating through the funnel 
to find options for operating whereby society can sustain itself.

The scientific  principles  the SSD uses  have been formed  by consensus 
amongst scientists for more than 20 years.  These are known as the four 
Sustainability Principles (SPs) and were developed by a Swedish cancer 
scientist, Karl-Henrik Robèrt (Robèrt 1994; Holmberg 1995; Broman et al. 
2000; Holmberg and Robèrt 2000; Ny et al. 2006). They form a principled 
definition of sustainability and are also known as the system conditions.

The four Sustainability Principles state that, in a sustainable society, nature 
is not subject to systematically increasing…

I. Concentrations of substances extracted from the Earth’s crust

II. Concentrations of substances produced by society

III. Degradation by physical means

And, in that society…

IV. People are not subject to conditions that systematically undermine their 
capacity to meet their needs

The four Sustainability Principles are used within the five-level framework, 
known as the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD) 
(Robèrt 1994, Holmberg 1995, Broman et al. 2000, Holmberg and Robèrt 
2000, Ny et al. 2006). The framework assists with analysis, planning and 
decision-making in complex systems to work towards a sustainable society. 
Table 1.1 describes each level of the framework.
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Table 1.1. Description of the Framework for Strategic Sustainable 
Development (FSSD).

Level Description 

Systems level 

The systems level  outlines  the system under study,  within  civilization, 
within  the biosphere.  Planning  generally  does  not  affect  only  separate 
parts  or  topics,  but  has consequences  to broader,  interconnected issues 
within the socio-ecological system. This is an important function of the 
framework  because  when people become aware of  problems and view 
them from a shared-systems perspective, they have the potential to find 
creative  solutions  and  possibilities  (Holmberg  and  Robèrt  2000).  The 
sustainability challenge, as described previously, is included at this level. 

Success level 

Compliance with the four Sustainability Principles. 

Strategic level 

Guidelines  are  developed  to  aid  the  process  of  transitioning  the 
organisation  strategically  towards  success.  A  planning  method  called 
‘backcasting  from  principles’  is  used,  which  creates  a  vision  and  is 
followed by the question, ‘what can we do today to get there?’. It  is a 
complement to forecasting, as its strength lies in its ability to deal with 
complex problems and taking into consideration today’s  trends that are 
part of the problem (Broman and Holmberg 2000). Strategic prioritisation 
guidelines based on the backcasting approach include: ensuring the action 
is  moving  in  the  right  direction  with  respect  to  the  Sustainability 
Principles, assessing whether the action provides stepping stones for future 
improvements and if the action provides a sufficient return on investment 
(for example, economically or socially). 

Actions level 

From the strategic planning process, actions are chosen that help to move 
the global socio-ecological system towards sustainability. 

Tools level 

Tools are used to support the actions and strategies to reach success within 
the system. 
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1.3   The business case for working towards 
sustainable development 

As  highlighted  by  the  sustainability  challenge,  resources  are  likely  to 
become more and more expensive and scarce as we move further into the 
funnel.  At  present,  higher  costs  are  often  associated  as  a  reason  for 
organisations not acting towards sustainable practices, such as resources, 
taxation  and  insurance.  An  organisation  can  reduce  its  risk  if  it  puts 
strategies in place, for example, by using less resources and producing less 
waste. It can also anticipate future needs of the market to gain competitive 
advantage  and  produce  innovative  products  and  services.

Significant benefits to an organisation to work towards sustainability at an 
early stage include:

� Reducing  exposure  to  risk  leading  to  easier  financing  and  cost 
reductions, for example by: 

� Foreseeing new legislation and reducing exposure to supply 
shortages  and  price  rises  by  effective  use  of  energy  and 
resources (Forum for the Future 2007)

� Decreased insurance premiums (Willard 2005)
� Reducing waste management costs by producing less waste 

and  using  less  resources  per  added  value  (Holmberg  and 
Robèrt 2000)

� Implementing  measures  to  safeguard  against  the 
establishment/increased rate of ecological or societal related 
taxes by taking a proactive approach to reduce organisational 
impact on the socio-ecological system

� Increasing  competitiveness  and  innovation  in  the  market,  for 
example:

� Envisioning  the needs  of  the  market  further  ahead  in  the 
funnel can assist in development of  more competitive and 
innovative products and services, and business models

� Protecting and/or enhancing reputation, for example:
� Showcasing ecological and social responsibility can improve 

relationships and promote trust with stakeholders (such as 
consumers, investors and financial  institutions) (Forum for 
the Future 2007), which also serves to support risk reduction
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� Improved reputation can lead to easier hiring and retention of 
top talent by the organisation, as well as improved employee 
productivity (Willard 2005)

� Receiving  publicity  and  promotion  from  the  media  and 
consumer associations in a positive light

1.4   Today’s procurement practices and the 
supply / value chain in relation to the socio-
ecological system

Practices to work towards sustainability can be applicable to different parts 
of the organisational system, such as to the supply chain. The supply chain 
begins with the acquisition of unprocessed raw materials and ends with the 
delivery  of  finished  products  to  end  user,  exchanging  material  and 
information within a logistical process (Vitasek 2010). It is linked together 
by many sectors, including vendors, service providers and customers. 

Another term used for this series of integrated, dependent processes through 
which  raw  materials  are  transformed  into  deliverables  for  end-users  is 
value chain. This term was first introduced by Michael Porter in 1985 as 
‘an  organization’s  set  of  linked,  value-creating  activities,  ranging  from 
securing basic raw materials and energy to the ultimate delivery of products 
and services, including marketing, sales, and service’ (Porter 1985). Porter 
categorises the value-adding activities  into either ‘primary’  or ‘support’. 
Support  activities  are:  procurement,  firm infrastructure,  human resource 
management  and  technology,  while  primary  activities are:  inbound 
logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, and services 
(Porter’s  value  chain  2009).  Both  primary  and support  activities  of  the 
value chain, from raw material  access through to product  processes and 
disposition of used products, have ecological and social impacts (Markley 
and Davis 2009). 

It  can be seen that societal  patterns of production and consumption that 
relate to materials extraction, design, production methods and volume are 
systematically depleting resources to fuel economic development, while the 
pollutants and wastes associated with this practice systematically increase 
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in  the biosphere (Broman et al.  2000). Furthermore, the supply chain is 
often  a  complex  web  involving  a  large  number  of  stakeholders  from 
different sectors who pursue various interests and have an underlying set of 
diverse dependencies on each other.

Procurement - also known as purchasing and sourcing - plays a critical role 
within the supply chain and value chain through the acquisition of goods 
and  services.  Procurers  serve  as  gate-keepers  of  an organisation  by 
influencing the types and volumes of the materials and components that 
enter it (Leire 2009). For an illustration of the interrelationship between 
supply chain, value chain and procurement refer to Figure 1.2. 

Figure 1.2. Interrelationship between supply chain, value chain and 
procurement (authors’ own illustration).

To demonstrate  the significance  of  procurement  in  monetary  value,  the 
private sector in Sweden alone spends approximately 50 per cent of Gross 
Domestic  Product  (GDP)  on procurement (Erdmenger  2003; EuroFuture 
2004; Falk et al. 2004), while Swedish public procurement accounts for up 
to 25 per cent  of GDP (Falk et  al.  2004).  The total public procurement 
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market  represents  roughly  17  per  cent  of  the  European  Union’s  GDP 
(European Union 2011).

Due to the significant amount of expenditure on procurement, the choices 
procurers make when selecting suppliers to purchase goods and services 
greatly affect the impact on the socio-ecological system. A wide range of 
stakeholders  are  connected to procurement  practices that  can potentially 
influence every stage of the life cycle and, therefore, serve an important 
role in working towards sustainability.

Traditional practices have focused on quality,  cost and delivery and not 
taken into account the impacts of externalities (for example, pollution and 
waste accumulation in the biosphere). Recently, there has been a trend to 
consider  aspects  of  social  and  ecological  sustainability  in  procurement 
practices,  which  is  commonly  referred  to  in  industry  as  sustainable 
procurement.  It  is  worth  noting  that  in  this  term,  ‘sustainable’  is  often 
interchanged  with  the  terms:  green,  eco  and  environmental.  Some 
organisations have realised  that,  to  obtain  the above-mentioned benefits 
from the business case,  procurement  personnel  can play a strategic role 
reducing business risks (to avoid hitting the walls of the funnel) and reap 
the benefits of working with sustainable practices.  

1.5   Selection within procurement - 
research scope and focus on supplier 
assessment and follow up tools

Having identified procurement as an element for change, our aim is to look 
at  the  tools  the  procurer  uses  to  make  strategic  decisions  and  which 
principles/goals are used to inform them. It is important to keep in mind 
that specific tools are often designed with a certain intent and very few of 
them explicitly have the goal to bring society within full compliance of the 
Sustainability Principles (Robèrt et al. 2010). Organisations often focus on 
specific  and  known  effects  in  nature  from  various  compounds  and 
activities, which leads to the focus on certain problems and can miss the 
underlying system errors (Broman et al. 2000), particularly when assessing 
suppliers.  One  example  could  be  focusing  on  increasing  the  rate  of 
recycling of a certain material (for instance, the lead in batteries), instead of 
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phasing out the material completely. It seems that organisations only focus 
on  certain  areas,  take a  short-term approach  and  do not  demonstrate  a 
common understanding  of  what  sustainability  means,  thereby  lacking  a 
whole  systems  perspective  to  work  towards  sustainability.  Supporting 
research has shown that ‘suppliers are oftentimes bombarded with different 
information requests,  which is a waste of  time and resources for  them’ 
(Leire 2009). A strategic vision is necessary in order to move towards a 
sustainable society; if you do not know where you want to go, it can be 
difficult to reach success or to be strategic. 

We understand  that  this  is  the  reality  of  most  supplier  assessment  and 
follow  up  tools  currently  used  by  organisations,  and  therefore  we  will 
assess current practices. In order to find out if the organisation is working 
towards full sustainability, we will focus on the tools  of decision making 
within the procurement process, as well as how organisations use them to 
maximise their potential for creating change.

In  order  to  work  towards  sustainable  practices  within  the  procurement 
process, the procurer has two main leverage points to choose from:

(1)  which  supplier  to  cooperate  with  and  thus  take  a  supplier-oriented 
approach and/or,
(2) the product they are going to buy, taking a product-oriented approach. 

(1)  The  supplier-oriented  approach  concentrates  on  ‘improving  the 
environmental and social performance of the supply process’ (Leire 2009, 
30). This usually implies that the supply process is analysed, i.e. collecting 
environmental  information  on  suppliers  and  assessing  and  ranking 
suppliers.  In  addition,  proactive  measures,  such  as introducing 
environmental criteria into a supplier’s performance or entering into joint 
clean technology development programmes can be undertaken (Bowen et 
al. 2001a). 

(2) In contrast, the product-oriented approach is directed towards improving 
the  environmental  performance  of  products  purchased and  covers  the 
management  of  by-products  of  supplied  inputs,  such  as  packaging  and 
recycling (Bowen et al. 2001b). The product-based green supply activities 
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are more closely linked to the cost-reduction potential and, therefore, can 
help to identify solutions that are easy to implement (Bowen et al., 2001a).

This thesis will focus on a supplier-oriented approach (1). Organisations are 
now  integrating  criteria  working  towards  social  and ecological 
sustainability when choosing from whom to buy (i.e. the supplier) through 
their procurement practices. Their aim is to find out which supplier is the 
most suitable to buy from and how to follow up to improve performance to 
work towards sustainability.

To facilitate this process, organisations are using the following tools: 
� Supplier assessment tool 

� Purpose:  to  evaluate  and  select  suppliers  when  an 
organisation is choosing from whom to buy through a set of 
variables and questions

� This tool is also commonly called:  supplier questionnaire,  
supplier declaration, guidelines for sustainable purchasing

� Supplier follow up tool
� Purpose: to validate or verify suppliers’ performance after a 

set period of time once an organisation has selected to work 
with them

� This process is also commonly called:  supplier validation,  
evaluation, performance or contract management

Our purpose is, therefore, to integrate sustainability within the process of 
supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  using  the  Framework  for  Strategic 
Sustainable  Development.  We  provide  a  model  that  can  be  used  for 
identifying suppliers of choice and validating supplier performance to move 
towards a sustainable society. We envisage this model to take a systems 
perspective, integrate a vision of success and use the principled definition 
of sustainability. We also believe the model would incorporate a strategic, 
step-wise approach, as well as actions and tools to achieve the vision of 
success. 
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1.6   Research questions

Within private procurement in developed nations, the following elements 
are the focus of our research: supplier assessment and supplier follow up 
tools.

Our research is guided by the following research questions:

1. From a Strategic Sustainable Development perspective, what are the 
gaps and strengths of existing supplier assessments and follow up tools?

2. How can these findings be applied to a model to create or improve 
upon existing supplier assessment and follow up tools from a Strategic 
Sustainable Development perspective?

3. What are the Key Elements for organisations to embody in order to 
utilise these tools to their  full  potential  from a Strategic Sustainable 
Development perspective?
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2   Methods

2.1   Approach and research stages

Approach 

To help structure the process of our research, we applied Joseph Maxwell’s 
qualitative research design with its five components as shown below, refer 
to Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1. Maxwell’s interactive model of research design
(adapted from Maxwell 2005).

Research Stages

The structure of the different stages of methods:

� Stage I:  Identify Aspects of Relevance based and structured upon 
the FSSD

� Stage II: Identify organisations to analyse
� Stage III: Develop questions for analysis and data collection
� Stage IV: Data analysis 
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� Stage V:  Integration  of  a  strategic  sustainability  perspective  into 
supplier assessment and follow up tools, and identification of key 
organisational elements 

2.1.1   Stage I: Identify Aspects of Relevance based 

and structured upon the FSSD

To effectively use the tools focused on in this thesis, we started with the 
identification  of  the most  relevant  aspects,  which  we called  Aspects  of 
Relevance  (AOR).  Firstly,  it  helped  us  pinpoint  aspects  we  felt  were 
important to include in supplier assessment and follow up tools and how to 
use them effectively, and secondly, to set the scope of information to search 
for. 

We based and structured the Aspects of Relevance on the Framework for 
Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD). They are designed to act as a 
bridge between the bigger picture created by the FSSD on the one hand, 
and  the  specific  topic  of  procurement  on  the  other. It  addresses  the 
question,  ‘which aspects of  procurement are relevant  for  contributing to 
compliance with the principles of the FSSD?’. 

The aspects scope down to analyse supplier assessment and follow up tools 
that are a part of procurement, which is part of supply chains/value chains 
within  society  within  biosphere,  refer  to  Figure  2.2.  In  this  way,  we 
analysed the data through the lens of sustainability informed by the FSSD. 
The overarching levels of the FSSD helped to identify the relevant aspects 
to  address,  structure  the  data  collected  and  provide  a  whole  systems 
perspective.
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2.1.2   Stage II: Identify organisations to analyse

To select organisations to analyse, we identified those that appeared to be 
better than average to moving towards a sustainable society. To do so, we 
used four different categories:

� Organisations listed in the Natur Aktien Index (NAI), a German 
stock-index  listing  only  world-wide organisations  who  fulfils 
strict criteria concerning social and ecological aspects

� Organisations recommended by the United Nations Procurement 
Program,  International  Council  for  Local  Environmental 
Initiatives (ICLEI) and other green purchasing networks

� Organisations  shortlisted  in  recent  Corporate  Social 
Responsibility (CSR) / Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) reports

� Organisations  who  have  adopted  The  Natural  Step  (TNS) 
approach

Experts were identified through peer recommendations, research of relevant 
websites (e.g. social media sites) and journal articles.
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Data validation: we requested feedback on our information gathering and 
screening  process  from  our  advisors,  external  experts  and  peers  to 
incorporate into our  research.  We also searched literature  for  additional 
evidence once the organisation did agree to cooperate with us to validate 
their credibility within the field. 

2.1.3   Stage III: Develop questions for assessment, 

and conduct interviews and surveys

In Stage III,  we devised questions for analysing supplier assessment and 
follow up tools, as well as conducted interviews and surveys.

We developed the questions for interviews, desktop analysis and surveys 
using the Aspects of Relevance within each level of the FSSD, ensuring all 
relevant  information  was  considered  and   incorporated  from  a  whole 
systems perspective.

We collected data in the following four different means to gain a variety of 
information:

1. Semi-structured interviews with organisations:
� Organisations  we interviewed were identified  in  Stage  II.  Please 

refer to Appendix A for organisations interviewed and Appendix B 
for the list of questions asked

� Interviews typically took 30 to 60 minutes and were conducted via 
telephone

� The purpose of the interview was to: 
� Gain information on the current  reality and what could be 

improved, including the option to ‘think blue sky’  with no 
limitations

� Gather  aspects  that  were  and  were  not  identified  in the 
Aspects of Relevance 

� Responses from interviewees were recorded in a database
� In  total,  eleven  interviews  with  representatives  from  nine 

organisations were conducted
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2.  Interviews  with  experts  –  consultancies,  non-governmental  
organisations, government research and advisory bodies, and government  
research departments:

� These  organisations  were  identified  in  Stage  I.  Please  refer  to 
Appendix A for organisations interviewed and Appendix B for the 
list of questions asked

� Interviews typically took 30 to 60 minutes and were conducted via 
telephone

� The purpose was to:
� Draw upon the expert’s experience to gain information and 

opinions from a broader perspective in regards to the current 
reality, trends and future possibilities, including the option to 
‘think blue sky’ with no limitations

� Responses from interviewees were recorded in a database
� Eight interviews were conducted with eight organisations

3. Surveys to identified organisations:
� Organisations we contacted to interview were also given the option 

of completing an anonymous online survey, which consisted of 20 
questions, as shown in Appendix C

� The  survey  was  based  on  our  interview  and  desktop  analysis 
questions in order to maintain consistency in our approach. Multiple 
choice answers were mostly provided to respondents to select the 
one they agreed with most

� The results provided further evidence for our data analysis
� We received a 25 per cent response rate (out of 16)

4. Desktop analysis of supplier assessment tools:
� We used set questions, structured into the levels of the FSSD, to 

conduct our own desktop analysis of supplier assessment tools. The 
questions are largely based on the interview questions, in addition to 
some that are unique to document analysis. A list of the questions 
can be found in Appendix D

� We analysed eight  supplier assessment tools, as per Appendix E, 
which were obtained in the following two different ways:

� From our interview partners when available
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� Those we accessed through websites from organisations we 
did not interview, yet appeared to be better than average in 
relation to moving towards a sustainable society

� We did not conduct a desktop analysis of  follow up tools as they 
were not accessible

Data validation: we requested feedback from our advisors and peers on our 
interview,  survey  and desktop  analysis  questions.  For  verbal  interviews 
with  organisations,  we  each  took  notes  and  compared them  to  ensure 
accuracy and agreed interpretation.

2.1.4   Stage IV: Data analysis

Using the Aspects of Relevance informed by the FSSD, we classified the 
current reality of supplier assessment and follow up tools into strengths and 
gaps within the different levels of the Aspects of Relevance.

We define  strengths  as insights or contributions of the tool towards full 
sustainability. We define gaps as aspects that the tool does not cover with 
respect to moving society towards full sustainability.

We used the strengths to uncover  aspects that  were not included in the 
Aspects of Relevance or sharpen/enhance aspects that were included. The 
gaps were derived from the Aspects  of  Relevance and not  found to be 
prevalent in practice, and thus helped us to become more aware of what is 
lacking in the current reality to move towards sustainability. 

Data validation:  requested  feedback  on data  analysis  from advisors  and 
peers. We also cross-checked classification of data with each member of 
our thesis group to seek an agreed upon interpretation.  

2.1.5   Stage V: Integration of a strategic 

sustainability perspective for supplier assessment 
and follow up tools and how to use them effectively

By  identifying  key  strengths  and  gaps  in  relation  to  the  Aspects  of 
Relevance, we produced two applications for organisational use:  
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(1) Golden Standard

The Golden Standard is a model that assessing organisations can use to 
create or improve upon existing supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
work strategically towards full sustainability.  The model draws upon the 
Aspects of Relevance and the strengths and gaps identified from current 
practices.

(2) Key Elements to embody in order to utilise the supplier assessment and 
follow up tools to their full potential

In addition to the Golden Standard model, we developed Key Elements for 
the assessing organisation to embody in order to use it to its full potential. 
The Key Elements also comprise of information gathered from the Aspects 
of  Relevance,  in  addition  to  strengths  and gaps  identified  from current 
practices. They act as a basis for effective application of the tools in order 
to move in a step-wise manner towards sustainability. The tools form the 
core and the Key Elements enhance the organisation’s application of them, 
as depicted in the image of the flower, Figure 2.3.
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tools and key elements to maximise their application

(authors’ own illustration).



Data validation: We presented the Golden Standard to two organisations 
familiar with the FSSD for feedback, as well as our peers and advisors, 
which helped to provide validity and make improvements. 
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3   Results

3.1   Aspects of Relevance

We created a theoretical framework -  Aspects of Relevance - informed by 
the Framework for Strategic Sustainable Development (FSSD),  with the 
purpose of identifying aspects we felt were important to include in supplier 
assessment and follow up tools and to provide scope for our data collection, 
as follows: 

Table 3.1. Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools

Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools

Systems

For the purpose of assessing supply chains, the systems level provides the 
overall perspective of consumers/customers and end-of life actors i.e. the 
relationships  and  functions  within  the  supply-client  chain,  providing 
products and services to people, and important stakeholders. Compliance 
with laws and regulations is important to consider, as well as markets for 
products and services - including the potential for changing focus from 
products  to  the  actual  services  the  products  are  designed  to  deliver, 
thereby  finding  opportunities  for  innovative  cooperation  across  value 
chains (product-service system [PSS] approach), and related research and 
technologies. The system boundaries are set by the purpose of the high 
performance  supplier  assessment  and  follow up tools from a Strategic 
Sustainable Development perspective.

Therefore, we need to address whether the assessing organisation:

� Asks suppliers if they assess their own suppliers, including those in 
different locations

� Asks suppliers if they conduct follow up on their own suppliers on 
a regular basis

� Has  conducted  an  analysis  of  its  own  interdependence  with 
stakeholders  to  highlight  factors  influencing  the  supplier 
assessment process
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� Validates  the  supplier’s  compliance  with  ecological and  social 
laws/rules/norms that govern the system

Success level 

High-performance, effective supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
find how suppliers align with the assessing organisation’s definition of 
social and ecological sustainability and vision of success. This is done in a 
way  that  is  bounded  by  the  four  Sustainability  Principles.  

Therefore, we need to address whether the assessing organisation:

� Asks for the supplier’s definition of sustainability 
� Revisits the supplier’s definition of sustainability on a regular basis
� Engages and collaborates with suppliers to work towards a shared 

vision of success
� Encourages first tier suppliers to engage and collaborate with their 

own suppliers and so on, to create a ‘domino effect’  across the 
whole value chain

� Relates  the  supplier  assessment  tool  with  the  higher  level 
organisational procurement process e.g. with the Code of Conduct 
and procurement/purchasing policy

Strategic level 

Assessing and following up suppliers by backcasting from a shared vision 
of success. As a minimum requirement, the assessing organisation asks the 
supplier for its vision of success in relation to sustainability, the gap to 
achieve  it  and  how  it  is  going  to  bridge  it.  It  also  asks  the  three 
prioritisation questions as part of a step-wise approach to prioritise and 
assess  suppliers:  (1)  Does  the supplier  move  us  in  the  right  direction 
towards our vision of success?, (2) Does the supplier provide a flexible 
platform to achieve our vision of success?, (3) Does the supplier provide a 
Return on Investment (ROI),  which could be economic,  environmental, 
technological, legislative or social? 

The  assessing  organisation  also  asks  for  other  minimum  requirements 
from the supplier that will help it move towards its vision of success and 
goals. The assessing organisation weighs sustainability related criteria in 
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conjunction with other selection criteria, such as cost, quality and risk. It is 
crucial that the supplier assessment and follow up tools display elements 
of trust, intuition, flexibility, fairness and transparency. The use of these 
tools should be integrated into ‘business as usual’. Staff should be trained 
on  procurement  practices  to  work  towards  sustainability,  gaining 
leadership at all levels.

Therefore, we need to address whether the assessing organisation:

� Regularly follows up on the prioritisation questions
� Sets Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for suppliers
� Assesses high-risk and high-spend suppliers differently to small-

medium sized enterprises and sole-traders 

Actions level 

Actions  chosen by  the  assessing  organisation  to  assess  and  follow up 
suppliers to work towards a shared vision of success, informed by strategic 
guidelines.

Therefore, we need to address whether the assessing organisation:

� Asks the supplier to present concrete actions and/or goals to work 
towards sustainability

� Regularly follows up on the above
� Has processes in place to apply the information gathered from the 

supplier  assessment  and  follow  up,  such  as  working  with  the 
supplier  to  make  a  corrective  action  plan  if  unsatisfactory 
performance is found

� Regularly engages and collaborates with suppliers at least once per 
annum to work towards a shared vision of success
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Tools level 

Use of supporting tools to structure the process of a step-wise supplier 
assessment  and  follow  up,  e.g.  Environmental  Management  Systems 
(EMS),  certifications,  industry-wide  standards,  eco-labels,  Life  Cycle 
Assessment  (LCA)  and  directives  such  as  United  Nations  Global 
Compact.

Therefore, we need to address whether the assessing organisation:

� Requests suppliers to use specific tools to support strategic actions, 
e.g. ISO 14001

� Requests regular progress updates or similar to the above
� The assessing organisation uses tools to: 

(a) Support strategic actions, e.g.  joint industry initiatives, third-
party auditing
(b) Integrate supplier assessment and follow up into ‘business as 
usual’ practices e.g. procurement software
(c)  Follow  up  suppliers  with  either  verifiable  tools  (e.g.  eco-
labelled products, third-party auditing) or non-verifiable tools (e.g. 
self-assessment)
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3.2   Strengths and Gaps of current reality 

Gaps and strengths  of  the current  reality,  i.e.  of  what  we observed,  of 
supplier assessment and follow up tools were clustered into the levels of the 
FSSD, as follows: 

Table 3.2. Strengths and Gaps of current reality.

Systems level 

Gap - Lack of pre-procurement phase as an innovative approach 

An  innovative  approach  is  essential  for  assessing  and  following  up 
suppliers to move towards sustainability.  An expert interviewee, Phillip 
Tepper - Procura Plus Campaign Manager at ICLEI, described how a pre-
procurement  phase  in  the  public  sector  can  promote  innovation  from 
suppliers.  Requirements  for  a  particular  product  or service  are 
communicated to the market  prior to the tender process (ICLEI 2011). 
This gives the supplier the opportunity to respond to the required product 
or service (ibid.). Tepper says that these types of initiatives help public 
authorities  to  have  an  improved  knowledge  of  which  sustainable 
innovations are available or will be available in the market, as well as play 
an important role to move towards a sustainable society and promote fairer 
supplier  selection  (ibid.).  From  the  organisations  assessed,  none 
demonstrated the pre-procurement approach as described. 

Success level 

Strength - Supplier engagement and collaboration

Collaboration and engagement with suppliers is important to establish and 
maintain from a strategic perspective. This characteristic was emphasised 
by the organisations we interviewed, as well as by the experts. One expert 
put it best by saying, ‘Communication from the beginning between the 
buying organisation and supply chain is critical and incredibly important’ 
(Programme Manager Green Procurement Code 2011).

Hydro Polymers engages its supply chain with the aim of working towards 
shared  sustainability  goals.  After  close  collaboration  by  a  variety  of 
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initiatives,  including  three  annual  workshops,  the  result  was  stronger 
relationships  with  raw  material  suppliers,  new  innovative  material 
production and a shared understanding and willingness to move towards 
sustainability (Jason Leadbitter at INEOS ChlorVinyls 2011). Tetra Pak 
engages and collaborates with suppliers by setting a ‘common agenda’ 
with  them,  whereby  topics  in  the  interest  of  both  Tetra  Pak  and  the 
supplier  are  discussed  on  a  quarterly  basis.  Anna  Warrington,  Senior 
Sustainability  Advisor  at  Forum  for  the  Future  pointed  out  that 
collaboration with suppliers can create ‘gain share initiatives’,  whereby 
both the supplier and organisation are saving resources, such as costs, and 
sharing the benefits (Forum for the Future 2011).

Some organisations we assessed are participating in or investigating joint 
industry initiatives, which promote supplier engagement and collaboration. 
For  example,  Westpac  Bank  in  Australia  is  investigating  sharing  a 
standard  Code  of  Conduct  through  the  United  Nations Environment 
Programme Finance Initiative (UNEPFI), so suppliers can register to the 
program and be validated by an independent organisation. The benefit is 
that  organisations  and  suppliers  can  use  the  same  Code  of  Conduct, 
reducing the amount of  administration required.  Another  example of  a 
joint  industry  initiative  is  exemplified  by  one  organisation,  who  is  a 
member of the Electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition (EICC), meaning 
the  industry  shares  the  same  Code  of  Conduct  amongst  suppliers.  A 
benefit of this, as described by Dell, is that it helps the industry drive the 
same  requirements  and  produces  consistent  data  for  reporting.

Supplier  engagement  and  collaboration  is  becoming  increasingly 
important  for  following  up  suppliers.  An  expert  expressed  that  ‘the 
auditing community is now realising there are certain issues, for example, 
on the day of the audit, the organisation might change its practices to pass 
the  inspection’  (Programme Manager  Green  Procurement  Code  2011). 
This concern is shared also by organisations such as Vodafone, who has 
learned that ‘audits alone are often not sufficient’ and that ‘Suppliers can 
too  easily  make  temporary  improvements  without  the  necessary 
management system changes needed to embed improved practices. This 
results  in  the  same  problems  recurring  later’  (Vodafone  2010).  One 
measure put in place to counter this is independent initiatives, such as the 
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Suppliers  Ethical  Data  Exchange  (SEDEX),  whereby  member 
organisations are able to access ethical data reports of suppliers, which are 
conducted  by  independent  assessors,  in  order  to  enable  continuous 
improvement  in  ethical  performance  (SEDEX  date  unknown).

Furthermore, for follow up processes where the supplier’s performance 
requires improvement, organisations engage and collaborate with them to 
find the cause of the problem and work together to resolve it. They use 
corrective  procedures  where  necessary  and  improvement  management 
plans, ‘We’d put together an improvement plan - so areas that were or are 
at risk are addressed’ (Anonymous A 2011). Vodafone states, ‘we work 
with supplier companies to help build their capability and commitment’ 
(Vodafone 2010). Most organisations we interviewed considered contract 
termination  as  their  least  preferred  measure  for  unsatisfactory  supplier 
performance.

On  the  other  hand,  organisations  recognised  suppliers  who  were 
performing beyond expectations by issuing certificates or awards at events 
to recognise their improvements. One organisation we assessed gave these 
awards  based  on  votes  from  the  suppliers  themselves.  Various 
organisations mentioned that their suppliers are motivated by and learn 
from other  supplier’s  best  practice  and  reflections about  their  journey 
towards sustainability at supplier events. Supplier performance can also be 
rewarded  by  more  business  and/or  longer  duration  contract  with  the 
buying organisation.

Strength  -  Alignment  with  the  higher  level  organisational 
procurement process

Alignment of the supplier assessment and follow up tool in the overall 
organisational  procurement  process,  for  example  with  policies  and 
strategies,  gives strategic  context  and highlights  strategic priorities and 
enforcement.  As  one  expert  we  interviewed  stated,  ‘The  procurement 
policy  must  relate  strongly  to  the  supplier  assessment  and  provide 
direction’ (DPCD 2011).

We found such alignment was demonstrated in most of the organisations 
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we  assessed.  To  illustrate,  the  organisation’s  procurement  policy,  or 
equivalent, was compared with the supplier assessment and/or follow up 
tools to seek for  evidence of alignment.  In  addition,  it  was found that 
supplier  assessment  and follow up tools  are  often  complemented by a 
Code of Conduct, which is a higher level document containing a set of 
principles, standards, values or rules outlining the responsibilities of, or 
expected  practice  for,  an  organisation  that  the  supplier  is  required  to 
commit  to.  However,  it  must  be  noted  that  to  truly  work  towards 
sustainability, the overall procurement process must align with the vision 
of success that includes compliance with the four Sustainability Principles 
in the first instance.

Gap  -  Lack  of  consideration  of  social  aspect  in  the definition  of 
sustainability

It is important for the assessing organisation to include both ecological and 
social aspects in its definition of sustainability and state it to suppliers, as 
well  as to ask suppliers  for  their  definition.  In  this way,  the assessing 
organisation  can  analyse  how  the  definitions  align  with  each  other. 
However, from our interviews with organisations and desktop analyses, 
we  found  that  some  were  excluding  the  social  perspective  and  only 
considering certain aspects of ecological sustainability. This points out a 
flaw in current practices of some organisations, thus impeding their ability 
to work towards full sustainability.

Gap - Unclear purpose and vision of success

From a strategic perspective, it is crucial for the assessing organisation to 
clarify the following two elements in relation to assessing and following 
up suppliers to work towards sustainability: 

(1) The purpose of the assessment
(2)  The  vision  of  success  that  includes  compliance  with  the  four 

Sustainability Principles

Furthermore, the assessing organisation needs to find out how its suppliers 
align with the latter  elements to create  a shared vision of success that 
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includes  compliance  with  the  Sustainability  Principles.  This  was 
emphasised  from  interviews  with  experts.  For  example,  an  expert  in 
procurement  and supply  chains  for  sustainability  emphasised  that  it  is 
fundamental to have a ‘common understanding of what you’re trying to 
achieve - a shared level of ambition’ (Forum for the Future 2011). This 
view was complemented by Hugh Wareham, Chief Executive Officer of 
excellence in environmental purchasing organisation, ECO-Buy Australia, 
who stated that the supplier assessment follow up ‘depends on what you’re 
trying to achieve’ (ECO-Buy 2011).

Amongst  organisations  assessed,  all  required  documentation  of 
certifications, policies or standards from the supplier as evidence. Most 
did not state how they used the information to select the supplier or inform 
the decision making process. Our research informed us that organisations 
who  have  not  clearly  stated  these  elements  to  the  supplier  may  be 
drowning in excessive, irrelevant or confusing information or not asking 
the relevant questions to suppliers, hindering its ability to effectively work 
towards  sustainability.  As  one  organisation  who has adopted  the TNS 
approach,  Interface  Europe,  pointed  out,  ‘what  is  most  important  is 
whether the supplier is capable of meeting the organisation’s targets and 
expectations’ (Interface Europe 2011). Furthermore, as Graham Randles, 
Program Manager of  the Mayor of  London’s Green Procurement  Code 
highlighted, ‘supplier assessment questions may seem to lack meaning and 
be repetitive for the supplier’ (Programme Manager Green Procurement 
Code 2011). 

Amongst organisations we assessed, there was a common understanding 
of  the  purpose  for  following  up  suppliers,  which  is continuous 
improvement towards sustainability as a long-term goal  and to manage 
risk  to  the organisation’s  reputation.  Following up that  the supplier  is 
carrying out its agreed activities assures that the buying organisation will 
find out any problems that could potentially harm its reputation in a timely 
manner before a non-governmental organisation finds out and publicises it 
(Forum  for  the  Future  2011).  However,  most  organisations  assessed 
reported that they did not have a structured follow up process in place, 
mainly due to lack of resources: personnel, time or funding, thus limiting 
their ability to fulfil the purpose and work towards achieving the vision. 
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Furthermore,  from a strategic  perspective,  it  is  important  to  share  the 
vision of success across the supply chain, by asking suppliers to share it 
with  their  suppliers  and  so  forth,  to  create  a  ‘domino  effect’.  Hydro 
Polymers, who uses the The Natural Step organisational approach, is an 
example of the only organisation we assessed that seemed to do so, which 
resulted in shared mental models, helping to reach the shared vision of 
success (Jason Leadbitter at INEOS ChlorVinyls 2011). 

Strategic Level 

Strength - Flexibility and fairness to tailoring assessment and follow 
up tools

Most organisations we assessed incorporated a flexible and fair approach 
when assessing and following up suppliers in the form of tailored supplier 
assessment and follow up tools. This was demonstrated by using different 
assessment  and follow up tools  for  high-spend and high-risk  suppliers 
compared with small-medium enterprises and sole-traders. The benefit of 
this  approach  for  supplier  assessment  is  that  that  it  includes  smaller 
organisations into the supplier selection process. The benefit for follow up 
is  that  it  assesses  suppliers  that  may pose a risk  to  the organisation’s 
reputation. Interviews with experts confirmed the importance of adopting 
the Key Elements of flexibility and fairness particularly when the range of 
supplier size, risk, cost and volume of goods and services purchased varies 
(DPCD 2011).

Strength  -  Transparency  of  assessment  and  follow  up approaches

Transparency to being open about the organisation’s process of assessment 
and follow up, and sharing its vision of success with suppliers is important 
to work towards sustainability. This point was emphasised by the experts 
interviewed and demonstrated by some of the organisations assessed. For 
example,  one organisation assessed hosts a supplier engagement  forum 
where it explains to suppliers how to complete the supplier assessment. In 
addition, case studies are presented by other suppliers at the forum for 
them to  learn  from each  other  in  their  journey  towards  sustainability. 
Initiatives such as this also help to foster open communication. 
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Strength - Integration into ‘business as usual’

Integrating  procurement  into  everyday  business  practices  is  crucial  to 
work  towards  sustainability.  This  was  emphasised  by organisations 
assessed,  as  well  as  experts.  As  Emily  Boucher,  Team  Leader  of 
Environmental  Planning  from  the  City  of  Kingston,  a municipal 
government in Australia said, the supplier assessment and follow up ‘is 
not an extra part of the procurement process’  (City of Kingston 2011). 
Another  expert  highlighted  that  it  ‘should  be  incorporated  as  part  of 
normal  business  processes’  (Programme  Manager  Green Procurement 
Code  2011).  This  includes  making  it  part  of  the  role  of  procurement 
managers and officers (DPCD 2011). In addition, it should also be part of 
internal  procurement  software  (City  of  Kingston  2011).  The  City  of 
Kingston  uses  software  to  automatically  verify  their  supplier’s 
certification  validity,  for  example,  for  ISO  14001.  

Strength - Staff training

Training for staff on assessing and following up suppliers is an integral 
part  of  working  towards  sustainable  procurement  practices.  It  was 
emphasised by organisations assessed and experts interviewed. Examples 
included staff attending a ‘learning lunch’, establishing a ‘community of 
practice’  amongst  employees  or  assigning  roles  of  sustainability 
ambassadors/champions (Forum for the Future 2011; Jason Leadbitter at 
INEOS  ChlorVinyls  2011;  Interface  Europe  2011).  However,  as 
discovered from our data collection, sometimes the training is not applied 
in daily practice.

Gap - Insufficient strategic prioritisation approach

From  a  strategic  perspective,  it  is  integral  to  adopt  a  prioritisation 
approach  when assessing and following up suppliers. The organisation 
needs to select their criteria for supplier assessment and follow up tools, as 
well as how to make the final decision of from whom to buy, based on 
minimum requirements by backcasting from a shared vision of success. In 
the Aspects of Relevance we recommend using the backcasting approach, 
as well  as  asking the supplier the following questions,  as a minimum:
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(1) What is your vision of success?
(2) What is your gap to achieve it?
(3) How are you going to bridge the gap?

In relation to selecting suppliers to work with, the assessing organisation 
can use the three prioritisation questions, as follows:
(1) Does the supplier move us in the right direction towards our vision of 
success?
(2) Does the supplier provide a flexible platform to achieve our vision of 
success?
(3)  Does  the  supplier  provide  a  Return  on  Investment  (ROI)?

Most organisations assessed had a prioritisation approach to assess and 
follow up suppliers,  for  example,  some prioritised  high-risk  and high-
spend suppliers. However, we found such a specific strategic approach as 
outlined  above  was  lacking  amongst  organisations,  except  for  Hydro 
Polymers. In this way, most organisations did not align their prioritisation 
approach with the organisation’s vision of success (if any) or definition of 
sustainability.  Adopting  such  as  strategic  approach would  assist  in 
working towards sustainability 

Actions and tools levels 

The  strengths  and  gaps  of  actions  and  tools  currently  adopted  by 
organisations have not been described because they are specific to each 
organisation,  i.e.  each chooses its  own actions and tools  to  assess and 
follow up suppliers that are ideally in relation to its vision of success and 
strategic approach. Generalising these actions and tools would not serve as 
an accurate representation of the current reality. 
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3.3   Golden Standard for supplier 
assessment and follow up tools

Identifying the strengths and gaps of current practices of organisations from 
an SSD perspective helped us to create a model for supplier assessment and 
follow  up  tools  called  the  Golden  Standard.  They  also  allowed  us  to 
enhance  the  Aspects  of  Relevance,  which  are  informed  by  the  FSSD. 
Initially,  we were unable to see factors that now are part of the Golden 
Standard, please refer to Table 3.3, thus bridging our own gaps by using the 
Aspects of Relevance. 

The Golden Standard is presented in the structure of the FSSD, as follows: 
firstly,  the generic  description of  each level  of  the framework is  given; 
secondly,  the  improved  Aspects  of  Relevance  which  include  strengths 
initially not identified; thirdly, examples of questions for organisations to 
take into consideration when creating or improving their current supplier 
assessment tool, and lastly the same type of questions for the follow up 
tool. 

The purpose of the Golden Standard is to enable organisations to assess and 
follow up suppliers to work towards sustainability. 

It should be noted that the responses to these questions need to be informed 
by a dialogue between all  the five levels of  the framework.  Thus, it  is 
recommended to return and refine responses as the subsequent four levels 
are answered. 
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Table 3.3. Golden Standard for supplier assessment and follow up tools.

Systems level

Level description

Description of the overarching system for planning, operating and solving 
issues.
The organisation within society, within the biosphere, including the social 
and ecological laws/rules/norms that govern the system. 

Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools 

For the purpose of assessing supply chains, the systems level provides the 
overall perspective of consumers/customers and end-of life actors i.e. the 
relationships  and  functions  within  the  supply-client  chain,  providing 
products and services to people, and important stakeholders. Compliance 
with laws and regulations is important to consider, as well as markets for 
products and services - including the potential  for changing focus from 
products  to  the  actual  services  the  products  are  designed  to  deliver, 
thereby  finding  opportunities  for  innovative  cooperation  across  value 
chains (product-service system [PSS] approach), and related research and 
technologies. The system boundaries are set by the purpose of the high 
performance  supplier  assessment  and  follow  up tools from a strategic 
sustainable development perspective. 

Questions to consider in your supplier assessment tool 

1. Does your supplier assess its own suppliers, including those in different 
locations?
2. Does your supplier comply with ecological and social laws/rules/norms 
that govern the system? 

Questions to consider in your follow up tool 

1.  Does  your  supplier  follow up  its  own suppliers,  including those in 
different locations? 

Success level 

Level description 

Definition  of  a  successful  outcome  that  complies  with  the  four 
Sustainability Principles. 
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Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools 

High-performance, effective supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
find how suppliers  align with the assessing organisation’s  definition of 
social and ecological sustainability and vision of success. This is done in a 
way  that  is  bounded  by  the  four  Sustainability  Principles.  Top 
management support from the supplier is essential to reach success. 

Questions to consider in your supplier assessment tool 

1.  Do  you  ask  for  your  supplier’s  definition  of  sustainability?
2.  Do  you  ask  for  your  supplier’s  top  management  support  to  work 
towards sustainability? 

Questions to consider in your follow up tool 

1. Do you ask your supplier to regularly revisit the questions, as described 
above? 

Strategic level 

Level description 

Guidelines for strategic planning to achieve success within the system that 
is bound by the four Sustainability Principles. 

Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools 

Assessing and following up suppliers by backcasting from a shared vision 
of  success.  As  a  minimum  requirement,  the  supplier  assessment  asks 
supplier for its vision of success, the gap to achieve it, and how it is going 
to bridge it. It also asks for other minimum requirements that will help the 
assessing organisation move towards its vision of success. 

Questions to consider in your supplier assessment tool 

1.  Are  the  following  questions  asked  to  the  supplier  as  a  minimum 
requirement:
(1) What is your vision of success?
(2) What is your gap to achieve it?
(3) How are you going to bridge the gap?
2. Are other minimum requirements asked of the supplier that will help 
work towards the shared vision of success e.g. carbon reporting, product 
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and/or service specifications? 

Questions to consider in your follow up tool

1. Do you ask your supplier to regularly revisit the three minimum 
requirement questions, as described above?
2. Do you regularly revisit the actions to work towards the shared vision of 
success by asking suppliers:

• What are, with reference to your definition of sustainability, 
the main challenges of your organisation today?

• What did you detect the last time you made the assessment 
of your organisation?

• What possible ideas/measures have been discussed during 
the last year?

• What are the steps taken to bridge your gap to work towards 
your vision?

• Which obstacles have you come across?
• Have you had top management engagement and support?

Actions level

Level description

Concrete steps informed by strategic guidelines to reach success within the 
system.

Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools

Actions chosen by the assessing organisation to assess and follow up 
suppliers to work towards a shared vision of success, informed by strategic 
guidelines.

Questions to consider in your supplier assessment tool

1. Do you ask your suppliers to present concrete actions and/or goals to 
work towards sustainability, for example, setting targets and requiring 
innovative services and/or products? 

Questions to consider in your follow up tool

1. Do you regularly follow up the concrete actions and/or goals presented 
by the supplier?
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Tools level

Level description

Tools to support the actions and strategies to reach success within the 
system.

Aspects of Relevance for supplier assessment and follow up tools

Use of supporting tools to structure the process of a step-wise supplier 
assessment and follow up, e.g. Environmental Management Systems 
(EMS), certifications, industry-wide standards, eco-labels, Life Cycle 
Assessment (LCA) and directives such as United Nations Global 
Compact.

Questions to consider in your supplier assessment tool

1. Do you request your suppliers to use any tools to support strategic 
actions, e.g. Environmental Management Systems (EMS), certifications, 
self-assessment?

1. Does the follow up ask for progress updates or similar from suppliers on 
tools used?
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3.4   Key Elements for organisations to 
embody to utilise supplier assessment and 
follow up tools to their full potential from an 
SSD perspective

For organisations to utilise the supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
their full potential, it is recommended that they themselves embody  Key 
Elements, refer to Table 3.4.

They are also presented in the structure of the FSSD as follows: firstly, the 
Aspects of Relevance; secondly, examples of questions for organisations to 
check if  the Key Elements are present in the organisation to utilise the 
supplier assessment tool;  and lastly,  Key Elements present to utilise the 
follow up tool.

Again, it should be noted that the responses to these questions need to be 
informed by a dialogue between all the five levels of the framework. Thus, 
it is recommended to return and refine responses as the subsequent four 
levels are answered.

Table 3.4. Key Elements for utilising supplier assessment and follow up 
tools to their full potential.

Systems level

Aspects of Relevance for organisations to embody Key Elements to 
utilise  the  supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  tools to  their  full 
potential

The  assessing  organisation  needs  to  consider  its  interdependence  with 
stakeholders, as well as ecological and social laws/rules/norms that govern 
the system, to highlight factors influencing its supplier assessment process. 
It  also  needs  to  foster  innovative  approaches  to  work  towards 
sustainability.

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the supplier assessment tool 

1. Have you analysed your interdependence with stakeholders to highlight 
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factors influencing your supplier assessment process?
2.  Is  there  evidence  showing  that  your  organisation complies  with 
ecological and social laws/rules/norms that govern the system?

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the follow up tool

1. Is there evidence to show your organisation regularly follows up its own 
compliance with ecological  and social laws/rules/norms that govern the 
system?

Success level

Aspects  of  Relevance  for  organisations  to  embody  to utilise  the 
supplier assessment and follow up tools to their full potential

The assessing organisation’s vision of success, definition of sustainability 
and purpose for assessing and following up suppliers is shared across the 
supply chain through supplier engagement and collaboration to help others 
become  sustainable.  Top  management  support  from  the assessing 
organisation is essential to reach success.
The organisation communicates the purpose of  the supplier  assessment 
and follow up tools and relates them with the higher level organisational 
procurement  process  e.g.  with  the  Code  of  Conduct  and 
procurement/purchasing policy.

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the supplier assessment tool  

1. Do you use the four Sustainability Principles, or equivalent, to express 
your definition of sustainability and vision of success to suppliers?
2. Do you have any sort of  engagement/collaboration with suppliers to 
help them comply with your sustainability requirements and work towards 
a shared vision of success? For example:
(a)  Provide  information  to  informing  them  of  the  organisation’s 
sustainability strategies
(b)  Use  questionnaires  to  collect  information  about suppliers’ 
sustainability strategies
(c) Conduct supplier workshops or other forums for joint ventures towards 
sustainability
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3. Do you encourage your first tier suppliers to engage/collaborate in the 
same way with their own suppliers and so on, to create a ‘domino effect’ 
across the whole value chain?
4.  Do  you  have  top  management  support  to  assess  suppliers  to  work 
towards sustainability?
5. Do you state the purpose of the supplier assessment to suppliers?
6.  Do  you  relate  the  supplier  assessment  tool  with  the  higher  level 
organisational  procurement  process e.g.  with the Code of  Conduct  and 
procurement/purchasing policy?

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the follow up tool

1. Do you encourage first tier suppliers to regularly follow up their own 
suppliers’ performance, and so on, across the whole supply chain?
2. Do you state the purpose of conducting the follow up to suppliers e.g. to 
minimise risk to reputation?
3. Do you relate the follow up tool with the higher level organisational 
procurement  process  e.g.  with  the  Code  of  Conduct  and 
procurement/purchasing policy?

Strategic level

Aspects  of  Relevance  for  organisations  to  embody  to utilise  the 
supplier assessment and follow up tools to their full potential

The assessing organisation seeks to find whether a supplier’s  vision of 
success and its strategic actions help it move towards sustainability. As a 
minimum  requirement,  the  assessing  organisation  uses  the  three 
prioritisation questions as part of a step-wise approach to prioritise and 
assess suppliers.
The organisation weighs sustainability related criteria in conjunction with 
other selection criteria, such as cost, quality and risk.
Assessment  and follow up are  conducted  in  a  transparent  manner,  the 
latter  on  a  regular  basis  to  work  towards  social  and  ecological 
sustainability.
It  is  crucial  that  the  assessing  organisation  displays  elements  of  trust, 
intuition,  flexibility  and  fairness  when  assessing  and  following  up 
suppliers.
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Organisations integrate the use of supplier assessment and follow up tools 
into ‘business as usual’. They train their staff on procurement practices to 
work towards sustainability, gaining leadership at all levels. 

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the supplier assessment tool

1. When selecting suppliers, ask the three prioritisation questions:
(1) Does the supplier move you in the right direction towards your vision 
of success?
(2) Does the supplier provide a flexible platform to achieve your vision of 
success?
(3) Does the supplier provide a Return on Investment (ROI), which may 
be political, economic, environmental, technological, legislative or social?

The  following  questions  could  be  asked  to  help  answer  the  above 
prioritisation questions:
(a) How essential is the supply from this supplier to your organisation?  
(b) Are there many other alternative suppliers?
(c) If  there are alternative suppliers, on what grounds has this particular 
supplier been selected?
(d)  Is the specific supply of materials in question essential to the current 
performance of your organisation?
(e)  Would  it  be  easy  to  switch  to  another  supplier  or  another 
material/product  that  would,  in  the  end,  even  improve  the  value  your 
organisation delivers to clients?
(f) Is the specific supply of materials in question essential to the goals and 
vision of your organisation, or could it be changed by innovation and/or 
changed into new types of goals
2. How do you weigh criteria related to sustainability against other overall 
supplier selection criteria such as cost, quality and risk?
3. How do you ensure that the supplier selection process is conducted in a 
transparent manner?
4. How do you express an element of trust and/or intuition when assessing 
suppliers?
5. How do you demonstrate flexibility and fairness in your approach when 
assessing suppliers e.g.  are high-spend and high-risk suppliers assessed 
differently to small-medium enterprises and sole-traders?
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6.  Do you  train  your  staff  on  procurement  practices to  work  towards 
sustainability? 

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the follow up tool

1. How do you ensure that the follow up is conducted in a transparent and 
collaborative manner?
2. How do you express an element of trust and/or intuition in your follow 
up tool?
3. How do you demonstrate flexibility and fairness in your approach when 
following  up  suppliers?  For  example,  are  high-spend and  high-risk 
suppliers followed up differently to small-medium enterprises and sole-
traders?

Actions level

Aspects  of  Relevance  for  organisations  to  embody  to utilise  the 
supplier assessment and follow up tools to their full potential

The assessing organisation chooses concrete actions informed by strategic 
guidelines to assess and follow up suppliers  to work towards a shared 
vision of success.

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the supplier assessment tool

1. Do you state minimum requirements to be met by the supplier, e.g. five 
criteria must be met at a minimum?
2.  Have you  set  processes  in  place to  apply the information  from the 
supplier assessment?

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the follow up tool

1.  Do  you  revisit  your  supplier’s  actions  to  continually  innovate  and 
improve towards the shared vision of success at least once per annum? For 
example, hosting supplier workshops or forums, giving rewards for good 
supplier performance and setting Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)? 
2.  Have you  set  processes  in  place to  apply the information  from the 
follow up? For example, by establishing consequences for results found 
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such as corrective and improvement plans and termination of contract?

Tools level

Aspects  of  Relevance  for  organisations  to  embody  to utilise  the 
supplier assessment and follow up tools to their full potential

The assessing organisation uses supporting tools to structure the process of 
a  step-wise  supplier  assessment  and  follow  up,  e.g. Environmental 
Management Systems (EMS), certifications, industry-wide standards, eco-
labels,  Life  Cycle  Assessment  (LCA)  and  directives  such  as  United 
Nations Global Compact.

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the supplier assessment tool

1. Which tools, if any, do you use to support strategic actions, e.g. joint 
industry initiatives, third-party auditing?
2. Which tools, if any, do you use to integrate supplier assessment into 
‘business as usual’ practices e.g. procurement software?

Questions to check if Key Elements are present in your organisation 
to utilise the follow up tool

1. Which tools, if any, do you use to support strategic actions to follow up 
suppliers that are verifiable, e.g. eco-labelled products, ISO 14001, third-
party auditing, or non-verifiable tools such as self-assessment?
2. Which tools, if  any,  do you use to integrate supplier follow up into 
‘business as usual’ practices e.g. procurement software?
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3.5   Key findings

This section discusses the current reality of existing supplier assessment 
and follow up tools by highlighting strengths and gaps when compared with 
the Aspects of Relevance, in answer to Research Question One. We then 
take the Aspects of Relevance and the findings to create a model of how 
these tools would work in a perfect scenario, thereby answering Research 
Question Two. We discuss unexpected findings from our first two research 
questions,  which led to the development of  Key Elements organisations 
should embody to utilise these tools to their full potential, responding to 
Research Question Three.

3.5.1   Research Question One: From a SSD 
perspective, what are the gaps and strengths of 

existing supplier assessments and follow up tools?

Gaps

The most significant gap found in current supplier assessment and follow 
up  tools  to  moving  effectively  towards  sustainability  was  an  unclear 
purpose and vision of success. Defining these help organisations to identify 
what  information they are looking for when assessing and following up 
suppliers,  as  well  as  provide  an  overall  ‘road-map’ to  navigate  their 
approach to do so. Otherwise, organisations may not be asking the right 
questions  to  suppliers  and  may  find  that  the  information  that  is  not 
meaningful  or that they do not know how to apply.  It  is difficult  to be 
strategic if the organisation does not know what it wants to achieve, i.e. it 
does not define its vision of success. In addition, the purpose and vision of 
success should be communicated and established as a shared mental model  
across the supply chain, to the source of raw material extraction, to move 
the whole supply chain towards sustainability.  

Another major gap identified amongst organisations assessed was the lack 
of  backcasting  from  a  full  sustainability  approach. For  example,  some 
organisations  did  not  include  the  social  aspect  in  their  definition  of 
sustainability; they did not consider the impact on society in their supplier 
assessment  and  follow  up  tools,  for  example,  by  encouraging  supplier 
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diversity or their affect on the local community. Using a holistic definition 
of sustainability is critical to set the foundations of supplier assessment and 
follow up tools to work towards full sustainability.  

There was also a lack of adopting a pre-procurement phase as an innovative 
approach  amongst  organisations  assessed.  Adopting  such  an  approach 
would  encourage  innovation,  for  example,  by  resulting  in  product 
substitutions or collaboration along the supply chain. 

In  addition,  a  gap  amongst  organisations  assessed  was  an  insufficient 
prioritisation approach to select criteria for supplier assessment and follow 
up tools, as well as to make the final decision from whom to buy. Current 
approaches assessed did not align with the organisational vision of success 
(if any) or definition of sustainability.

Strengths

Organisations assessed and experts interviewed emphasised the importance 
of supplier engagement and collaboration to work towards sustainability. 
They gave many examples of how they did so using supplier assessment 
and follow up initiatives, such as by annual supplier forums and using a 
‘common  agenda’.  Joint  industry  initiatives  also  strengthen  supplier 
engagement and collaboration initiatives, for instance, by using an industry-
wide  Code  of  Conduct  (EICC)  or  a  database  that  can  be  accessed  by 
member  organisations  to  obtain  information  on  suppliers  (for  instance, 
SEDEX).  Such  initiatives  also  increase  transparency and  reduce 
administration.

It  was found that many organisations align their supplier assessment and 
follow up tools with the higher level organisational procurement process, 
such as with the procurement policy or Code of Conduct. However, these 
higher level documents must also be aligned with a vision of sustainability 
in order for the tools to be effective.

Most organisations assessed were able to demonstrate a flexible and fair 
approach when assessing and following up suppliers by tailoring supplier 
assessment and follow up tools. For example, a different assessment and/or 
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follow  up  tool  was  used  for  small-medium enterprises  and sole-traders 
when  compared  with  high-spend  and  high-risk  suppliers.  This  helps  to 
create  a flexible and fair  playing  field  by not  excluding suppliers  from 
smaller-sized organisations. It also helps reduce the risk the suppliers may 
pose to the organisation’s reputation.

It  was  evident  that  organisations  assessed  were  transparent  about  the 
process of how they assess and follow up suppliers in relation to ecological 
and social criteria for sustainability. To illustrate, some held a forum for 
suppliers to explain this process. 

Most  organisations  incorporated  the ecological  and/or  social  aspects  for 
assessing and following up suppliers into ‘business and usual’,  meaning 
that it is not an extra part of the procurement process. For example, they 
integrated these aspects of supplier assessment and follow up into internal 
procurement  software.  They also  emphasised the importance of  training 
staff to integrate these aspects into their work, especially those in the role of 
procurement. It  was noted that establishing a ‘community of practice’ or 
‘learning  lunches’  for  staff  is  important  for  the  maintenance  of  these 
practices

It  must be highlighted that the strengths we have identified in this thesis 
would not be effective in working towards sustainability unless backcasting 
from a full  sustainability  perspective  is  applied,  as  well  as  sharing  the 
vision  with  suppliers.  Backcasting  to  work  towards  a  vision  helps 
organisations to prioritise and decide on a step-wise approach (informed by 
the three prioritisation questions) in order to move towards a sustainable 
society. 

3.5.2   Research Question Two: How can these 

findings be applied to a model to create or improve 
upon existing supplier assessment and follow up 

tools from an SSD perspective?

The Golden Standard serves as a model to create or improve upon existing 
supplier  assessment  and  follow  up  tools.  The  main  findings  from  the 
Golden  Standard  are  provided  below  as  a  practical  application  for 
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organisations  to  use,  and  as  a  summary  for  the  reader.  The  aim is  for 
organisations to use these to guide the formation and implementation of 
their own supplier assessment and follow up tools.

What to include in the organisation’s own supplier assessment tool:

1.  Establish  common ground for  the  vision  of  success,  definition  of 
sustainability and purpose for assessing suppliers

� Introduce  the  organisation’s  own  vision  of  success, 
definition  of  sustainability  and purpose  of  assessment 
and follow up to the supplier.

� As a minimum requirement ask suppliers:
◦ What is your definition of sustainability?
◦ What is your vision of success?
◦ What are your gaps to achieve it?
◦ How will you bridge the gaps?

� Use the organisation’s and supplier’s responses to create 
a shared vision of sustainability 

2. Set other minimum requirements for the supplier:
� Define those for the assessment and follow up, which align with 

the  organisation’s  own  vision  of  success,  definition  of 
sustainability and purpose for assessing/following up suppliers, 
for example:
◦ Does the organisation ask for the supplier’s top management 

support to work towards sustainability?
◦ Does the organisation ask suppliers for carbon reporting or 

product/service specifications?
� Aim to engage and collaborate with suppliers across the whole 

supply chain to raw material extraction, if possible, by asking 
suppliers:
◦ Does your supplier assess its own suppliers, including those 

in different locations?
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What to include in the follow up tool:

Set requirements:
� As a recommended minimum requirement, regularly revisit the 

actions  to  work  towards  the  organisation’s  shared  vision  by 
asking the supplier:
◦ What  are,  with  reference  to  your  own  definition  of 

sustainability, the main challenges today?
◦ What did you detect the last time you made the assessment 

of your organisation?
◦ What  possible ideas/measures  have been discussed during 

the last year?
◦ What are the steps taken to bridge your gap to work towards 

your vision?
◦ Which obstacles have you come across?
◦ Have you had top management engagement and support?

� As  a  recommended  minimum  requirement,  establish  regular 
ways of following up with concrete actions and/or goals set for 
suppliers (tailored to the organisation’s vision):
◦ The  use  of  tools  can  help,  for  example,  use  third-party 

auditing  or  information  from  joint  industry  initiatives 
(verification of suppliers by independent organisations and 
sharing the information gained amongst members; this helps 
to  raise the standard  of  follow up and prevents  repetitive 
questionnaires  for  the  supplier  to  fill  out  for  different 
customers).

◦ Apply the information gained from the follow up to work 
towards the vision of success, for example, does the supplier 
need assistance to re-align with the shared vision?
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3.5.3   Research Question Three: What are the Key 

Elements for organisations to embody in order to 
utilise these tools to their full potential from an SSD 

perspective?

It  was identified that an organisation can create supplier assessment and 
follow up tools, yet not move towards full sustainability because it has not 
embedded  specific  characteristics,  for  example,  a  vision  of  success  or 
definition of sustainability.  In  addition,  it  may focus on certain  isolated 
areas,  or  adopt  a  ‘drill-hole’  approach.  Therefore, we  developed  Key 
Elements for the organisation itself to embody and continuously revisit to 
use  these  tools  to  their  full  potential,  ultimately to  work  towards  full 
sustainability. The Key Elements for the organisation itself are described as 
below:

� Establish the organisation’s own overarching purpose and vision 
of working towards sustainability:
◦ What is the purpose of assessing and following up suppliers? 

Defining this clarifies  which information is required from 
the  supplier.  State  this  in  your  supplier  assessment  and 
follow up tools.

◦ What is the organisation’s own vision of success in working 
towards a sustainable society?

◦ What is the organisation’s own definition of sustainability?
▪ Consider including both social and ecological aspects of 

sustainability.
▪ The  definition  should  be  bound  by  the  four  system 

conditions.

� Align the organisation’s own supplier assessment and follow up 
practices with the overall organisational procurement policy and 
strategy:
◦ For  example,  how  do  they  relate  to  the  organisation’s 

procurement policy and Code of Conduct (if applicable)?
◦ Consider  stakeholders’  influence on the organisation itself 

and  whole  supply  chain  from political,  economic,  social, 
technical, legislative and environmental perspectives. In this 
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way,  an  analysis  of  interdependence  with  stakeholders  to 
highlight factors influencing supplier assessment and follow 
up processes can be conducted.
▪ For example, in relation to the legislative perspective, is 

there current or anticipated legislation the organisation 
must adhere to that affects requirements of the supply 
chain?

◦ Consider  whether  the  organisation  itself  complies  with 
ecological and social legislation, standards and policies. 

◦ Use  a  step-wise  strategic  approach  when  assessing  and 
following  up  suppliers  for  example  by  asking  the  three 
prioritisation questions:
▪ Does the supplier move your  organisation in the right 

direction towards your vision of success?
▪ Does the supplier provide a flexible platform to achieve 

your organisation’s vision of success?
▪ Does the supplier provide a Return on Investment (ROI), 

which may be economic, environmental,  technological, 
legislative or social?

� The following questions could be asked to help answer the above 
prioritisation questions:
(a)  How  essential  is  the  supply  from  this  supplier  to  your 
organisation?  
(b) Are there many other alternative suppliers?
(c)  If  there  are  alternative  suppliers,  on  what  grounds  has  this 
particular supplier been selected?
(d)  Is the specific supply of materials in question essential  to the 
current performance of your organisation?
(e)  Would  it  be  easy  to  switch  to  another  supplier  or  another 
material/product that would, in the end, even improve the value your 
organisation delivers to clients?
(f)  Is the specific supply of materials in question essential  to the 
goals and vision of your  organisation,  or could it  be changed by 
innovation and/or change into new types of goals?

� Gain support from top management and leadership at all levels of 
the organisation.
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� Weigh  sustainability  related  criteria  in  conjunction  with  other 
selection criteria, such as cost, quality and risk. 

� Integrate supplier assessment and follow up into ‘business as usual’.
� Train staff on procurement practices to work towards sustainability
� Use the following values to guide the organisation’s own approach 

to assessing and following up suppliers:
� Engagement and collaboration

◦ Encourage the organisation’s first  tier suppliers to share their 
vision of success and learnings with their own suppliers and so 
on, to create a ‘domino effect’ across the whole supply chain. 

◦ Engage and collaborate with suppliers on a regular basis to work 
towards  the  shared  vision,  for  example,  maintain  regular 
dialogue  and  open  communication  channels,  host  supplier 
workshops  or  forums,  give  rewards  for  good  supplier 
performance.

◦ Flexibility and fairness
▪ Determine how the organisation will adopt a flexible and fair 

approach  when  assessing  and  following  up  different 
suppliers,  e.g.  are  high-spend  and  high-risk  suppliers 
followed  up  differently  to  small-medium  enterprises and 
sole-traders?

◦ Transparency
▪ Share the organisation’s process of assessment and follow 

up with suppliers.
◦ Intuition and trust

▪ Use intuition when assessing and following up suppliers, in 
addition  to  quantitative  questions,  to  form  an  overall 
judgement of the supplier.

▪ Trust that suppliers will honour the agreement.

Please refer to Appendix G for a practical  application for organisational 
use.
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4   Discussion

Our contribution to this field  of  research has been by using a Strategic 
Sustainable Development perspective to develop a generic Golden Standard 
model.  The Golden Standard is intended to be used by organisations  to 
create or improve upon existing supplier assessment and follow up tools to 
work towards full sustainability. We have also identified Key Elements for 
the organisation itself to embody in order to use the Golden Standard to its 
full potential. In this way, it becomes clear that it is not only about having 
the right tools, but how about they are used by the organisation. We did not 
expect  the  latter  element  to  play  such  an  important role  as  our  data 
collection  and  assessment  process  revealed.  From  using  a  Strategic 
Sustainable Development approach, we also discovered the importance of 
having an organisational vision of success and using a principled definition 
of sustainability. 

4.1   Strengths and Limitations

4.1.1   Research strengths 

Comprehensive interviews conducted with nine organisations perceived as 
moving towards sustainability gave us current and in depth knowledge. The 
organisations are from Australia, Europe, USA and South-East Asia. This 
was complemented by knowledge gained from further interviews with eight 
identified experts in this area, also from developed countries world-wide: 
USA, Australia and Europe. Our own desktop analysis of eight  supplier 
assessments from organisations interviewed, as well as four responses to 
the survey, also strengthened our findings. Such information was invaluable 
to our study; we found it surpassed the relevance and comprehensiveness of 
information we found in our literature review.

Receiving  feedback  on  the  model  from  two  organisations  (INEOS 
ChlorVinyls and Scandic Hotels) as well as from our peers and advisors 
elped to provide validity and make improvements.  An insight  from one 
practitioner  was,  ‘To  make  this  work,  we  need  our  own  definition  of 
sustainability first, otherwise we do not know what to look for’ (Scandic 
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Hotels 2011). Another comment we received referred to the importance of 
finding a shared mental model first, to ensure a shared vision between the 
organisation and supplier.

4.1.2   Research limitations

As our research findings are largely limited to selected regions and sample 
size, we cannot state that the gaps and strengths of the current reality we 
identified  are  completely  representative  on  an  international  scale.  The 
majority  of  interviewees,  survey  respondents  and  primary  location  of 
supplier  assessments  analysed  were  located  in  Europe,  Australia  or  the 
USA. We approached organisations from other countries and regions for an 
interview and/or to complete the on-line survey, which were declined or 
unanswered.

During the interview stage and on-line survey, participant’s responses to 
questions  may  have  been  influenced  by  providing  options  during  the 
interview and in the survey questions.  However,  we do not believe this 
greatly influenced our findings.

Furthermore, responses we received from interviews and surveys were from 
a  single  person  representing  the  organisation,  with the  exception   of 
Scandic Hotels, where we interviewed four staff members from offices in 
different  Scandinavian  countries.  Thus,  we  acknowledge  that  receiving 
responses from an individual company representative may not fully cover 
the organisation’s current reality.

The  experts  who  provided  feedback  on  the  model  were familiar  with 
applying a Strategic Sustainable Development perspective. It must be noted 
that we have not trialled it with organisations or experts who are unfamiliar 
with this concept.

4.1.3   Potential strengths of the Golden Standard 

model

We  created  a  practical  and  straightforward  application  for  supplier 
assessment  and  follow  up  tools  that  organisations  can  use  to  evaluate 
suppliers from an SSD perspective. Its presentation of brevity and clarity 
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can be of benefit for organisations to create or improve upon existing tools. 
Its potential can be optimised when the user itself embodies Key Elements, 
as described in section 3.4. 

It  was  valuable  to  trial  our  model  with  Scandic  Hotels,  who has  been 
acknowledged  as  a  front-runner  in  working  towards  sustainability 
(McKeeman 2003). We received realistic and insightful feedback from the 
Manager  of  Sustainable  Business,  Scandic  Hotels,  from our  meeting in 
Karlskrona and Stockholm, Sweden, helping us to create a generic model 
for organisational use. 

The model is presented in such a way that organisations who may not be 
familiar with applying a Strategic Sustainable Development perspective can 
use it as well. 

4.1.4   Potential limitations of the Golden Standard 

model

The model for a supplier assessment and follow up tool that organisations 
can use to evaluate suppliers from an SSD perspective is most beneficial for 
organisations  who  value  and  envision  working  towards  a  sustainable 
society, using a principled definition of sustainability, and integrate these 
qualities into a strategic, step-wise approach. It is a generic model that is 
applicable to a diverse range of organisations,  however,  due to inherent 
differences between the private and public sector, this model may be best 
suited to private organisations.

Its  effectiveness  may also  be  limited  if  the  user  of  the  tools  does  not 
embody the Key Elements, which are presented in section 3.4.  
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4.2   Recommendations for future research 

The model for supplier assessment and follow up tools that organisations 
can use to assess suppliers, as well as the Key Elements identified to do so 
effectively, are unique in their ability to capture key characteristics as well 
as a Strategic Sustainable Development perspective in an understandable 
yet comprehensive way. However, due to the large impact of procurement 
on the socio-ecological system, we believe further research needs to occur.

More trial applications of the Golden Standard model need to occur. To 
ensure its applicability in a wide range of private sector organisations, we 
foresee more feedback and trial applications from those with identified best 
practice  in  procurement  working  towards  sustainability,  including  the 
organisations  interviewed  and  surveyed  for  this  thesis.

Trial  applications  in  conjunction  with  existing  procurement  tools 
developed to work towards sustainability. By experimenting with use of the 
Golden Standard model alongside existing procurement tools, such as the 
Flexible Framework developed by Action Sustainability, it could be further 
strengthened.

Research possibility to include in Real Change Program. The Real Change 
program  was  founded  by  The  Natural  Step,  Blekinge  Institute  of 
Technology and Lund University to support organisations and communities 
implementing  sustainability  solutions  to  work  towards  real  change  for 
sustainability (Real Change 2008). One of the projects conducted currently 
relates  to  decision  support  for  sustainable  value  chains;  the  Golden 
Standard  model  and  Key  Elements  could  be  used  within  this  process.

Adapt the model for use in public organisation procurement processes. The 
model described in this thesis has the potential to be adapted for use by 
public organisations. 
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5   Conclusion

Procurement  is  part  of  the  supply  chain,  which  is  dependent  on 
environmental  and  social  resources,  and  produces  waste  and  other  by-
products, thus impacting on the socio-ecological  system. This thesis has 
demonstrated that society’s choices related to materials extraction, design, 
production methods and volume are systematically depleting resources to 
fuel  economic  development,  while  the  pollutants  and wastes  associated 
with these practices systematically increase in the biosphere. This can be 
linked to the sustainability challenge facing human civilisation.

Resource  costs  will  increase  as  we  move  deeper  into the  funnel. 
Organisations can reduce risk and costs if a strategic plan is put in place to 
allow for  this,  for  example,  by using less resources  and producing  less 
waste. Other benefits of acting now to work towards sustainability include 
enhancing  reputation,  market  gain,  increased  competitiveness  and 
innovation.  

As procurement  has a  high  significance  in  terms of  monetary  value in 
today’s society, it has a great ability to affect the socio-ecological system. 
Procurers have an integral role as gate-keepers of an organisation, making 
the final decision on from whom to buy and what to buy. This thesis focuses 
on the former, in particular, by integrating an SSD approach into supplier 
assessment and follow up tools to work towards sustainability, based on the 
hypothesis  that  current  practices  are  not  effective enough.  

Through comparison of current practices of organisations with the Aspects 
of Relevance, we identified gaps and strengths. The most significant gap 
was a lack of the organisation communicating its vision of success to its 
suppliers and evidence of backcasting from full sustainability. While many 
organisations  use the term sustainability,  our  research  demonstrates  that 
there are very different viewpoints of what sustainability means to them; 
much like  a  person with  a  blind-fold  who touches  an elephant  only  to 
describe it as thick rope (referring to the trunk), a large leaf (referring to the 
ear) or a tree (referring to the leg). Thus a main finding is to communicate a 
vision of  success and definition of sustainability  to  suppliers  across the 
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supply chain. Once this is in place, the supplier assessment and follow up 
tools can be designed accordingly. 

We expected that creating a model for supplier assessment and follow up 
tools  would  be  able  to  help  organisations  work  towards  sustainability, 
however, through our data collection, we found that organisations need to 
embody Key Elements in order to utilise these tools to their full potential. 
Therefore,  we  recommend  that  organisations  do  not  use  the  tools  in 
isolation, rather they ensure that the tools align with their vision of success 
and definition of  sustainability,  and communicate this across the supply 
chain to effectively work towards a sustainable society.  
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Appendices

Appendix A – Interviewees

Interviews with organisations

Organisation’s 
name

Industry and 
location

Person 
interviewed

Position

Westpac Financial 
Sydney,
Australia

Yvonne G. 
Laycy

Manager 
Sustainability & 

Governance, 
Partnership Services

City of 
Kingston

Government
Melbourne,
Australia 

Emily Boucher
Team Leader

Environmental 
Planning

Scandic 
Hotels

Hotels
Helsinki,
Finland

Anja 
Lounamaa

Purchasing Director
Finland

Scandic 
Hotels

Hotels
Stockholm, 

Sweden

Per-Erik 
Runvik

Purchasing Director
Sweden

Scandic 
Hotels

Hotels
Copenhagen, 

Denmark

Michael 
Pachler

Purchasing Director 
Denmark

Six Senses 
Resorts & 

Spas

Hotels 
Bangkok,
Thailand

Arnfinn Oines
Social & 

Environmental 
Conscience

Tetra Pak 
International

Manufacturing 
Lund,

Sweden
Lena Dahl

Environmental 
Specialist Forestry & 

Base Material

Dell (a)

Information 
Technology 

Texas, 
USA

John Pflueger

Principal 
Environmental 

Strategist
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Dell (b) 
Information 
Technology 

Texas,
USA

Jannie Bailey

Project Program 
Management, 

Consultant Supply 
Chain Social and 
Environmental 
Responsibility

INEOS 
ChlorVinyls 

Chemicals,
Newton 
Aycliffe,

UK

Dr Jason 
Leadbitter

(at the time of 
interview, Dr 

Leadbitter was 
referring to his 
work at Hydro 

Polymers)

Sustainability & 
Compliance Manager 

Interface 
Europe Ltd.

Manufacturer
London,

UK 

Ramon Arratia
Sustainability 

Director, EMEA 
Region

National 
Australia 

Bank (NAB)

Financial
Melbourne,
Australia

Anthony 
Esselmont

Project Manager, 
Environment & 
Sustainability,

Commercial Network 
Services, Group 

Business Services
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Interviews with experts

Organisation’s name
Industry and 

location
Person 

interviewed
Position

International 
Council for Local 

Environmental 
Initiatives (ICLEI) 

Europe

Consultancy
Freiburg,
Germany

Philipp 
Tepper

Sustainable 
Procurement 

Campaign Manager

Forum for the 
Future

NGO
Consultancy

London,
UK

Anna 
Warrington

Senior Sustainability 
Advisor

(focus on procurement 
and building 

sustainable supply 
chains)

Local Government 
Victoria Department 

of Planning and 
Community 

Development 
(DPCD)

Government 
Melbourne, 
Australia

Amelia 
Chapman

Senior Project Officer, 
Councils Reforming 

Business

ECO-Buy
NGO

Melbourne, 
Australia

Hugh 
Wareham

Chief Executive 
Officer

SleepWell AB
Consultancy 
Stockholm 

Sweden

Jan Peter 
Bergkvist

Senior Advisor 
Sustainable Business
(Former Director of 

Environmental 
Sustainability at 
Hilton Hotels, 

Executive 
Management)
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Action 
Sustainability

Consultancy
London,

UK
Mark 

Turner
Business Manager

LRS Consultancy 
Ltd.

Consultancy 
London,

UK
Graham 
Randles 

Principal Consultant 
(Interviewed as 

Manager of the Mayor 
of London’s Green 
Procurement Code)

Scandic Hotels
Hotels

Stockholm,
Sweden

Inger 
Mattsson 

Sustainability 
Manager 
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Appendix B: List of interview questions

Organisational interview questions

1.  How  does  the  organisation’s  assessment  relate  to its  purchasing 
/procurement policies (e.g. Code of Conduct and Purchasing Policy)?
2. How does the organisation choose suppliers? For example:

a) How  does  the  organisation’s  assessment  fit  into  the  overall 
procurement process (e.g. weighted against cost and quality)?

b) How is the extra documentation used (if required from suppliers)?
c) Which key questions do you think are most effective in selecting 

suppliers?
d) How does the organisation’s assessment relate to the assessment of 

supplier’s products (if applicable)?
3. What challenges of assessing suppliers are faced internally:

a) By the organisation?
b) By the supplier (that you are aware of)?

4. Based on your experience with using the supplier assessment, are there 
aspects that seem obsolete or irrelevant?
5. How is the assessment completed by the supplier? For example:

a) By which means (e.g. on-line, third party)?
b) What time-frame is given for completion?
c) How  do  you  assist  suppliers  to  complete  the  assessment  (if 

applicable)?
d) Is there a mechanism in place to receive feedback from suppliers 

regarding the process of completing the assessment?
6. How does the organisation engage suppliers to move further  towards 
sustainability (for both those who are and are not meeting sustainability 
requirements)?
7. Could you identify factors which you think encouraged your organisation 
to  create  and  use  a  supplier  assessment  (e.g.  regulations  and  laws, 
competition, depletion of natural resources)?
8. Could you identify factors that you think discourage your organisation to 
use a supplier assessment (e.g. regulations and laws, competition, external 
stakeholders)?
9. What would your  ideal supplier assessment look like?
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Follow up questions:
1. Once you have contracted a supplier, how does the organisation check or 
verify the information provided in the supplier assessment (e.g. third party 
verification)?
2. If the organisation does check or verify, can you describe the process?
3. How do you use or apply the information from the follow up? 
For example:

a) Does  it  establish  consequences  for  results  found (termination  of 
contract, fines etc.)?

b) Does  the  organisation  reward  suppliers  for  their  performance  in 
environmental and social improvements?

4. What would your ideal follow up system look like?
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Expert interview questions

1. From your experience, what role do you think supplier assessments play 
in working towards a sustainable society?
2. In  your  opinion, what would an ideal  supplier  assessment look like? 
Please include the following:

a) Key questions to identify suppliers to work with
b) Placement into the overall procurement process
c) How would it relate to the organisation’s policies
d) Examples of organisations with this ‘ideal’ in place

3. What practices do you think organisations can use to effectively engage 
suppliers to move towards sustainability?
4. How do you think the supplier assessment should be weighted in the 
overall supplier selection process (e.g. when considered with quality, cost)?
5. Which aspects of a supplier assessment are most challenging for:

a) For an organisation?
b) For a supplier?

6. Which external influences do you think motivate organisations to assess
supplier’s sustainability performance?
7.  Which  external  influences  do  you  think  discourage  organisations  to 
assess supplier’s sustainability performance?

Follow up system questions:
1.  What would an ideal follow up system look like?
2.  In your opinion, what is the main purpose of a follow up system?
3. What kind of consequences for results found (termination of contract, 
fines etc.) do you think organisations could establish for its suppliers?
4.  What  kind  of  rewards  for  improvement  in  environmental/social 
performance could organisations establish for its suppliers?
5. What are the most common challenges you see organisations experience 
relating to follow up systems?
6.  Which  external  influences  do  you  think  motivate  organisations  to 
implement a follow up system?
7.  Which  external  influences  do  you  think  discourage  organisations  to 
implement a follow up system?
8. Can you suggest examples of organisations who have effective follow up
systems?
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Appendix C: Survey Questions

Supplier Assessment and Follow Up Systems Survey

Welcome! Thank you for your  time and sharing your feedback with us. 
Please note that  by supplier  assessment,  inter-changeable terms include: 
supplier  questionnaire,  declaration.  Inter-changeable  terms for  follow up 
systems include: evaluation/monitoring of supplier performance, validation 
process. Please do not hesitate to contact us any time. Thank you.

*Required

Supplier Assessment

Since  when  have  you  been  assessing  your  suppliers  sustainability 
approach: * 

 <1 year 

 2-3 years

 3-5 years 

 5-10 years 

 >10 years 

 Other: 
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Challenges in assessing your supplier´s approach to sustainability * 

This section asks you about challenges you may face when assessing your 
supplier's sustainability approach. Please select the answer you agree with 
most: 

Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Lack of transparency in 
results from suppliers / 
how to verify supplier 
results

Lack of time to carry 
out supplier assessment

Lack of cooperation 
from suppliers to 
provide data 

Lack of metrics 
available to evaluate 
supplier data 

Lack of tools to carry 
out assessment of 
suppliers 

Lack of awareness of 
sustainability from 
supplier 

Amount of 
administration required
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Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Limitations in 
assessing further tiers 
in value chain

Benefits in assessing your supplier's approach to sustainability  * 

This  section  asks  you  about  the  benefits  to  your  organisation  when 
assessing your supplier's sustainability approach. Please select the answer 
you agree with most: 

Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Mitigates risk to 
organisation's 
reputation 

Compliance to 
regulations or industry 
standards

Reduces cost of 
services / products

Reduces risk of inter-
ruption of your supply 
chain (e.g. availability 
of resources) 

Reduces the impact on 
the environment and on 
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Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

society

Helps to build long-
term relationships with 
suppliers

Fosters innovation and 
new solutions for 
organisation's 
services/products

Helps your decision 
from whom to buy 

Improves quality of 
products and services

Helps to meet 
organisation's 
environmental and 
social targets

Helps to find the right 
products/services we 
prefer to buy

Follow up on supplier´s sustainability performance

How do you verify the information provided by your suppliers? * 
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 Use third-party organisation 

 By analysing data provided internally 

 Through metrics provided (min. requirement) 

 Through suppliers signing clauses of misconduct 

 Through a "whistle blower policy" 

 Do not currently verify the information provided 

 Other: 

How often do you verify the information provided by your suppliers? * 

 Once per year 

 Every two years 

 Randomly 

 If we have reason for misconduct 

 More then once per year 

 Other: 

Benefits in following up on results of our assessment: * 

Please select the answer you agree with most: 

Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Identifies gaps in 
sustainability 
performance of 
suppliers
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Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Engages suppliers to 
take initiatives to 
bridge the gaps

Encourages 
continuous 
improvement for 
organisational 
processes e.g. quality 
of services/products 

Challenges in following up on results of our assessment: * 

Please select the answer you agree with most: 

Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Amount of 
administration 
required to follow 
up

Lack of time to 
follow up

Lack of budget to 
follow up 
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Strongly 
agree

Agree Neutral Disagree
Strongly 
disagree

Lack of expertise to 
analyse internally

You and your company

What is your definition of sustainability? * 

 Brundtland Definition 

 Ten Principles of UN Global compact 

 Triple Bottom Line 

 The four system conditions by The Natural Step 

 Other: 

What is your position? * 

What is your annual revenue? * 

Number of employees? * 

Size of your company * 

 micro  small   medium  large 
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Appendix D: Desktop analysis questions for 
supplier assessment tool
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Appendix E: List of supplier assessments 
analysed

Organisation’s 
name Website access

City of Kingston Unavailable online

Westpac Bank 

www.westpac.com.au/about-westpac/sustainability-
and-
community/governance/suppliers/sscm_questionnai
re/

Scandic Hotels Unavailable online
Walmart www.walmartstores.com/download/4055.pdf 
Municipality of 
Whistler 

www.whistler2020.ca/whistler/site/genericPage.acd
s?context=1967998&instanceid=1967999

Electronic Industry 
Citizenship 
Coalition - EICC 
(major ICT 
companies) 

www.eicc.info/documents/SAQ_Overview.pdf

New Zealand 
Rugby World Cup 

www.aucklandplus.com/AucklandPlus/fms/Aplus/d
ocuments/pdfs/RWC2011/Sustainability/RWC
%202011%20Sustainable%20Procurement
%20Toolkit.pdf

Action 
sustainability - 
Flexible Framework 

http://www.actionsustainability.com/evaluation/flex
ible_framework/
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Appendix F: Guidelines on how to assess and 
follow up suppliers to move towards 
sustainability

As  it  is  important  the  assessing  organisation  leads by  example,  the 
guidelines are split into two parts:

1. How to prepare your organisation to assess and follow up suppliers to 
work towards sustainability
2. How to assess and follow up suppliers

1. How to prepare your own organisation to assess and follow up suppliers  
to work towards sustainability

� Establish  your  organisation’s  overarching  vision  of  success, 
definition of sustainability and purpose of assessing suppliers to 
work towards sustainability:

� What is the purpose of assessing suppliers and following up? 
Defining this clarifies which information is required from the 
supplier.

� What  is  the  organisation’s  vision  of  success  in  working 
towards a sustainable society?

� What is the organisation’s definition of sustainability?
� Consider including both social and ecological aspects 

of sustainability
� The definition should be bound by the four system 

conditions, please refer table: 
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(Resort Municipality of Whistler 2006)

� Align your supplier assessment and follow up tools with the higher 
level organisational procurement process:

� For  example,  how  do  these  tools  relate  to  the 
procurement/purchasing policy and/or Code of Conduct?

� Consider  your  stakeholders’  influence on your  organisation and 
whole  supply  chain  from  political,  economic,  social,  technical, 
legislative and environmental perspectives:

� For example, is there current  or anticipated legislation the 
organisation must adhere to that affects requirements of the 
supply chain?

� Use a step-wise strategic approach when assessing and following 
up suppliers:

� When selecting suppliers, ask the three prioritisation questions:
� (1) Does the supplier move your organisation in the  right  

direction towards the vision of success?
� (2) Does the supplier provide a flexible platform to achieve 

your organisation’s vision of success?
� (3)  Does  the  supplier  provide  a  Return  on  Investment  

(ROI),  which  may  be  economic,  environmental,  
technological, legislative or social?

� The following questions could be asked to help answer the above 
prioritisation questions:
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(a)  How  essential  is  the  supply  of  materials  from  this 
supplier to your organisation? 
(b) Are there many other alternative suppliers?
(c) If there are alternative suppliers, on what grounds has this 
particular supplier been selected?
(d) Is the specific supply in question essential to the current 
performance of your organisation?
(e) Would it be easy to switch to another supplier or another 
material/product  that would,  in the end, even improve the 
value your organisation delivers to clients?
(f) Is the specific supply of materials in question essential to 
the  goals  and vision  of  your  organisation,  or  could it  be 
changed  by  innovation  and/or  change  into  new  types  of 
goals?

� Gain support from top management and leadership at all levels of 
the organisation

� Weigh  sustainability  related  criteria in  conjunction  with  other 
selection criteria, such as cost, quality and risk. 

� Integrate supplier assessment and follow up into ‘business as usual’
� Train your staff on procurement practices to work towards 

sustainability
� Use the following values to guide your organisation’s approach to 

assessing and following up suppliers:
� Engagement and collaboration

� Encourage your organisation’s first tier suppliers to 
share their vision of success and learnings with their 
suppliers and so on, to create a ‘domino effect’ across 
the whole supply chain.

� Engage and collaborate with suppliers on a regular 
basis to work towards the shared vision, for example, 
maintain regular  dialogue and open communication 
channels,  host  supplier  workshops  or  forums,  give 
rewards for good supplier performance.

� Flexibility and fairness
� Determine  how  your  organisation  will  adopt  a 

flexible  and  fair  approach  when  following  up 
different suppliers, e.g. are high-spend and high-risk 
suppliers  followed  up  differently  to  small-medium 
enterprises and sole-traders? 
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� Transparency
� Share the organisation’s  process of  assessment  and 

follow up with suppliers
� Intuition and trust

� Use intuition  when  assessing  and  following  up,  in 
addition to quantitative questions, to form an overall 
judgement of the supplier

� Trust that suppliers will honour the agreement

The  above  points  can  be  viewed  as  a  flower,  with  the  organisation’s 
supplier assessment and follow up tools being at  the core,  and the Key 
Elements for the assessing organisation to embody in order to utilise these 
tools to their full potential forming the petals, as in the following image: 
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2. How to assess and follow up suppliers to work towards a shared vision 
of sustainability

The first steps:
Establish common ground for vision of success, definition of sustainability 
and purpose for assessing suppliers

� Introduce  your  organisation’s  vision  of  success,  definition  of 
sustainability and purpose of assessment and follow up tools to the 
supplier.

� As a minimum requirement ask your suppliers:
� What is your definition of sustainability?
� What is your vision of success?
� What are your gaps to achieve it?
� How will you bridge the gaps?

� Now you  can  use  your  organisation’s  and  supplier  responses  to 
create a shared vision of sustainability together

Set other minimum requirements for the supplier:
� Define other minimum requirements for the assessment and follow 

up,  which  align  with  your  organisation’s  vision  of  success, 
definition of sustainability and purpose for assessing/following up 
suppliers, for example:

� Do you ask for  the supplier’s  top management support  to 
work towards sustainability?

� Do  you  require  reporting  on  specific  areas  e.g.  carbon 
emissions  or  product/service  specifications  from  the 
supplier?

� Aim to  engage  and  collaborate  with  suppliers  across the  whole 
supply  chain  to  raw  material  extraction,  if  possible,  by  asking 
suppliers:

� Does your supplier assess its own suppliers, including those 
in different locations? 

� Use supporting tools to structure the process of a step-wise supplier 
assessment and follow up, e.g. Environmental Management Systems 
(EMS),  certifications,  industry-wide  standards,  eco-labels,  Life 
Cycle  Assessment  (LCA)  and directives  such  as  United  Nations 
Global Compact.
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Use a follow up approach once your organisation and supplier have been 
working together

Set requirements:
� As  a  recommended  minimum  requirement,  regularly  revisit  the 

actions to work towards your shared vision by asking the supplier:
� What are, with reference to your definition of sustainability,  

the main challenges of your organisation today?
� What did you detect the last time you made the assessment of  

your organisation?
� What  possible ideas/measures have been discussed during 

the last year?
� What are steps taken to bridge your gap to work towards  

your vision?
� Which obstacles have you come across?
� Have you had top management engagement and support?
� (Optional:  what  is  your  gap  to  comply  with  the  system 

conditions?)

� As  another  recommended  minimum  requirement,  establish  and 
share regular ways of following up with suppliers that support the 
follow up goals and actions:

� The  use  of  tools  can  help,  for  example  use  third-party 
auditing,  information  from  joint  industry  initiatives 
(verification  of  suppliers  by independent  organisation  and 
sharing information amongst members)

� Apply the information gained from the follow up to work 
towards  vision  of  success,  for  example,  does  the supplier 
need assistance to re-align with the shared vision or can the 
supplier be rewarded for good performance?
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Sample template for supplier assessment and follow up guidelines

The following is a summary of how to assess and follow up suppliers to 
work towards a shared vision of  sustainability,  structured in a table for 
organisational use: 

Supplier assessment 
(tailored to organisational vision of success and goals) 

1.  Establish  common  ground  with  suppliers  introducing  your 
organisation’s:

� Vision of success
� Definition of sustainability
� Purpose of assessment

2. As a minimum requirement ask suppliers:
� What is your definition of sustainability?
� What is your vision of success?
� What are your gaps to achieve it?
� How will you bridge the gaps?

3. Set other minimum requirements in-line with your vision and goals 

Supplier follow up
(tailored to the organisation’s vision of success and goals)

1. Share your purpose of following up and process 

2. As minimum requirement, regularly revisit the actions to work towards 
your shared vision by asking the supplier:

� What  are,  with  reference  to  your  definition  of  
sustainability,  the  main  challenges  of  your  organisation 
today?

� What did you detect the last time you made the assessment  
of your organisation?

� What possible ideas/measures have been discussed during 
the last year?

� What are steps taken to bridge your gap to work towards 
your vision?

� What kind of obstacles have you come across?
� Have you had top management engagement and support?
� (Optional:  what  is  your  gap  to  comply  with  the  system 
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conditions?)

3. Establish regular ways  of following up with suppliers that support the 
follow up goals and actions:

� Use tools  such as third-party  auditing and join  industry  
initiatives 

� Apply  information  gained  from  the  follow  up  to  work 
towards your vision of success
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Appendix G: Practical application sample
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